


Please continue to support this worthy cause with your generous support.

ABOUT THE LUSTGARTEN FOUNDATION
The Lustgarten Foundation is America’s largest private foundation dedicated to funding pancreatic
cancer research. Based in Bethpage, New York, the Foundation supports research to find a cure for
pancreatic cancer, facilitates dialogue within the medical and scientific community, and educates the
public about the disease through awareness campaigns and fundraising events. Since its inception,
the Lustgarten Foundation has directed $132 million to research and assembled the best scientific
minds with the hope that one day, a cure can be found. Thanks to private funding, 100 percent of
every dollar donated to the Foundation goes directly to pancreatic cancer research. 
For more information, please visit www.lustgarten.org.

Research developments include:
• Clinical trials to develop blood tests and new imaging strategies to detect pancreatic cancer
• Advancements in early detection and screening techniques
• Studies focused on immunotherapy, personalized medicine, and
new drugs/drug combinations to identify more effective treatment options

In loving memory of those fraters and friends we have lost.

Lustgarten Foundation
415 Crossways Park Drive, Suite D | Woodbury, NY 11797 | 1-866-789-1000 | www.lustgarten.org
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From the desk 
of the editor...
The last three months have
been a whirlwind of adven-
ture for me. I moved homes,
started a new job, and got
married and adding the
AZOan Editor responsibilities
was the perfect cherry on top.
I am glad I had the opportuni-
ty to contribute to the
Fraternity in a meaningful way

that I had not done before, and hope it lives up to
everyone’s expectations. 
Many people do not know this, but when I looked into
AZO in the spring of 2009, I had no interest in pledg-
ing. I was “dragged” by a friend to an information
meeting and a following rush event. After we went
through the selection process, both of us were chosen
to pledge. Never in a million years did I think I would
be as involved as I am. I never expected to find the
friends of a lifetime, or hold any Supreme positions.
And I certainly never expected to find a wife, but here
we are… married for a little less than a month at the
time of this publishing. It has significantly changed my
life for the better. When I looked up at my side of the
wedding party, I saw my brother and four Fraters who
I know I will be friends with for a lifetime. My best man
was my Little, I pledged with two of them, and I lived
with the other for two years in college. While the frater
who “dragged” me to AZO events is not active any-
more, I cannot thank her enough for convincing me to
go. To all young people reading this: Enjoy your
undergraduate years and make the most of them,
because the memories and friends you make will last
a lifetime.  
Unfortunately I was not able to make it to this past
winter convention (my first one missed in five years!),
but I heard everyone had an amazing time! As
February rolled around, my responsibilities started to
come into play. Luckily the position is similar to the
Associate Signare by calling out for Chapter and
Officer reports, so I had my email skills down. Tracking
down sixty people for reports, pictures, and headshots
is not an easy task. Everyone was great this year in
getting reports to me in a timely manner, so I have to
thank all of you for truly making it easier on me.
I personally want to thank Frater Harjeet Caberwal for
appointing me to this position. It was a great experi-
ence that I had not had before, and learning how the

fraternity works in different ways is extremely
important for individual fraternal growth. I
would also like to thank Bruce Strell, Tiffany
Janajreh, Lois Seidenman, and Jeanne-Marie
Holly, for taking the time out of their incredibly
busy schedules to proofread this publication
that is in your hands. I certainly could not have
done this without the help and guidance of
Don Reisfeld of Morton Advertising. So thank
you as well Don! And an additional thank you
to Tiffany (again) and Jon McLachlan for help-
ing me along the way as they guided me after
previously holding this position.
Congratulations to Harjeet, the Supreme elect-
ed and appointed officers, and all of our chap-
ters on an outstanding year. I had a great time
reading all the submissions and learning what
the chapters were able to do both professional-
ly and socially. It is great to see this group of
young (and seasoned) fraters expand across the
country and grow personally. Additionally, I
would like to congratulate Gloria Flacks on this
amazing, well-deserved Achievement Medalist
award that she is receiving this year.  
I really wish I had the opportunity to travel to
other chapters, as I had been able to in the
past. I was able to travel locally to visit the
Tau Chapter for their Pledging Third Weekend
event, and making it to the first Rho Iota
event in May. We were hoping to get some
sun on the beach, but a cookout in the rain
with good friends can be just as fun. I had a
wonderful time. Thank you to both chapters
for hosting these events. I hope to be able to
travel more this coming year but for now, I
am very excited to attend the National
Convention in Providence and hope to see
you all there! 
So please, sit back, relax, and enjoy this 2017
edition of the AZOan. 

Fraternally,

Adam Schweitzer 
2017 AZOAN Editor
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Supreme Officers 2016-17
Supreme Directorum
Harjeet Caberwal – Danbury, Connecticut
Supreme 1st Sub-Directorum
Lauren “Bobo” Judson – Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Supreme 2nd Sub-Directorum
Katelyn Parsons – Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Supreme Signare
Tiffany Janajreh – Mount Olive, New Jersey
Supreme Associate Signare
Nicole Saracino – Oceanside, New York,
Supreme Excheque
Jonathan McLachlan – Canton, Michigan
Supreme Bellarum
Nicole Hodgdon – Mansfield, Connecticut
Supreme Undergraduate Representative
Nicole Cammarota – Trumbull, Connecticut
Supreme Undergraduate Associate Representatives
Nicole Silengo – Guilford, Connecticut 
Sumanth Inaganti – West Windsor, New Jersey
Supreme Deputy
Stephen Imperato, P.S.D. – Martinsville, New Jersey
AZOAN Editor
Adam Schweitzer – Billerica, Massachusetts
Supreme Historian
Ashley Simpson – North Bellmore, New York
Supreme Chaplain
Paul R. Holly, P.S.D. – Baltimore, Maryland
Good & Welfare 
Nikole Shpilfogel – Needham, Massachusetts
Director of Fraternal Affairs
Bruce Strell, P.S.D. – Tampa, Florida
Director of Financial Affairs
John Anciano, P.S.D. – Somerset, New Jersey
Director of Professional Affairs Career Resources 
Lauren Judson – Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Jonathan McLachlan – Canton, Michigan
Director of Development 
Vishal Amin – Cranston, Rhode Island 
Sam Keeven – St. Louis, Missouri
Director of Mailing 
Louis Flacks, P.S.D. – Yorktown Heights, New York
Webmaster & Director of Electronic Communications
Tan Carlin – San Diego, California
Director of External Relationships 
Louis Flacks, P.S.D. – Yorktown Heights, New York
Director of Mentorship
John Anciano, P.S.D. – Somerset, New Jersey
Bradford Perry – Denville, New Jersey
Legal Advisor 
Joy Pollock, Esq., P.N.P. – Meadowbrook, Pennsylvania
Ephraim G. Sless Memorial Scholarship
Stephen Imperato, P.S.D. – Martinsville, New Jersey
Ephraim G. Sless Scholarship Fund 
Nicholas Woodard – Guilford, Connecticut
Chairman, Sidney R. Rome Newspaper
Christopher Yanoschak – Middlesex, New Jersey
Director of Corporate Alliance
Louis Flacks, P.S.D. – Yorktown Heights, New York
Philanthropy Committee
Emily Erpenbeck – Bath, Maine
Jared Bruno – Manalapan, New Jersey
Special Actions
Shari Fine, P.S.D. – Ocean, New Jersey
Special Fundraising 
Steve Brooks, P.S.D. – Edison, New Jersey 
Ashley Simpson – North Bellmore, New York
Supreme Council Member-At-Large
Izzat Janajreh, P.S.D. – Mount Olive, New Jersey

PEACE

FRIENDSHIP, 

and

BROTHERLY LOVE.

ALPHA ZETA OMEGA is a Pharmaceutical
Fraternity composed of Pharmacists and

Undergraduates in Pharmacy,
selected on the basis of

The objectives of the fraternity are to promote
the profession of Pharmacy; to develop high
standards of Scholarship; to inculcate a spirit of
Fellowship amongst all of its members; to bring
together a body of professional men and
women who, by the diligent maintenance of
ethical ideals and faithful service, have proven
a credit to their chosen profession; to honor
achievement in others; to commend all worthy
deeds; to build within our Fraternity a triangle
composed of three supporting sides which are 

CHARACTER,

FELLOWSHIP,

and

SCHOLARSHIP.

The Creed
of

Alpha Zeta Omega
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Supreme Officers 2016-2017
Standing left to right: Lauren Judson, 1st Sub-Directorum • Tiffany Janajreh, Signare • Nicole Saracino, Associate Signare

Katelyn Parsons, 2nd Sub-Directorum • Nicole Cammarota, Undergraduate Representative
Nicole Silengo, Associate Undergraduate Representative • Nicole Hodgdon, Bellarum

Seated: Sumanth Inaganti, Undergraduate Associate Representative • Harjeet Caberwal, Directorum • Jonathan McLachlan, Excheque

The Supreme Chapter

The National Auxiliary

National Auxiliary P.N.P.’s
Standing left to right: Gloria Flacks, P.N.P. • Agnes Brooks, P.N.P. • Jeanne-Marie Holly, P.N.P. • Rosalie Chin, P.N.P. 

Seated left to right: Dottie Jacobson, P.N.P. • Lois Seidenman, P.N.P. • Marion Krop, P.N.P.

National Auxiliary Officers 2016-2017 (not pictured)
Lois Seidenman, P.N.P., President • Edith Abrams, P.N.P., Secretary and AZOETTE Editor • Joy Pollock, P.N.P., Treasurer
Dottie Jacobson, P.N.P., Sunshine Chair • Rhoda Grimsky, P.N.P., Sandra J. Williams Fund • Ricky Thumar, Projects Chair

Christopher Judson, Communications Chair
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1921 – 1922 Stanley W. Rosenfeld, Alpha*
1922 – 1923 Lawrence M. Rosenfeld, Alpha*
1923 – 1924 Ephraim G. Sless, Alpha*
1924 – 1925 Samuel Friedenberg, Epsilon*
1925 – 1926 Simon I. Sless, Beta*
1926 – 1927 David L. Dyen, Alpha*
1927 – 1928 Isadore M. Ostrum, Gamma*
1928 – 1929 Morris Abrams, Beta*
1929 – 1930 Roy Scott, Theta*
1930 – 1931 Emanuel V. Shulman, Kappa*
1931 – 1932 David L. Dyen, Alpha*
1932 – 1933 Milford J. Harris, Theta*
1933 – 1934 Hyman Leichtman, Eta*
1934 – 1935 Benjamin Striner, Kappa*
1935 – 1936 Solomon P. Schwartz, Lambda*
1936 – 1937 Harry L. Ostrow, Mu*
1937 – 1939 Irving A. Harkavy, Zeta*
1939 – 1941 Roy Scott, Theta*
1941 – 1944 Zach C. Oppenheimer, Lambda*
1944 – 1946 Elder H. Stein, Mu*
1946 – 1948 Maher Passamaneck, Lambda*
1948 – 1950 Henry E. Agin, Theta*
1950 – 1951 Sidney R. Rome, Nu*
1951 – 1952 Morris A. Morton, Omicron*
1952 – 1953 Jerome Boonshoft, Xi*
1953 – 1954 Henry G. Seidman, Kappa*
1954 – 1955 Samuel Clearfield, Gamma*
1955 – 1956 Sidney Shochet, Pi*
1956 – 1957 Oscar I. Roth, Mu*
1957 – 1958 A. Milton Cohen, Theta*
1958 – 1959 William A. Goodman, Iota*
1959 – 1960 Frank T. Smith, Gamma*
1960 – 1961 Irving Goldberg, Pi*
1961 – 1962 Jacob Chitlik, Lambda*
1962 – 1963 Harold M. Goldfeder, Pi*
1963 – 1964 Henry E. Agin, Theta*
1964 – 1965 Robert Kirschner, Zeta*
1965 – 1966 Herbert S. Garde, Beta*
1966 – 1967 David P. Rosenfield, Mu*
1967 – 1968 Nathan L. Pack, Omicron*
1968 – 1969 Samuel Breslow, Epsilon*
1969 – 1970 Herman S. Langer, Beta Alpha*
1970 – 1971 Coleman Levin, Gamma*
1971 – 1972 Mitchell M. Ross, Nu*

1972 – 1973 Maurice Williams, Rho
1973 – 1974 Burton J. Platt, Omicron*
1974 – 1975 Myron M. Krop, Epsilon
1975 – 1976 David Weiss, Omicron*
1976 – 1977 Aaron Masia, Xi*
1977 – 1978 Jay L. Pollock, Gamma*
1978 – 1979 William S. Katz, Nu*
1979 – 1980 Gary N. Helper, Phi
1980 – 1981 Michael Hornstein, Iota
1981 – 1982 Irving Barron, Theta*
1982 – 1983 Michael H. Seidenman, Eta
1983 – 1984 Bruce E. Strell, Epsilon
1984 – 1985 Woodrow M. Weinstein, Zeta*
1985 – 1986 Alan Abrams, Theta
1986 – 1987 Sheldon Berson, Beta Alpha*
1987 – 1988 Diane Adelman, Theta
1988 – 1989 Sidney Waldman, Gamma*
1989 – 1990 Robert B. Riedinger, Theta Alpha
1990 – 1991 Irwin C. Feder, Miami Alumni
1991 – 1992 Ernest Jacobson, Beta
1992 – 1993 Shari D. Fine, Epsilon
1993 – 1994 Charles R. Porter, Beta
1994 – 1995 Katherine A. Porter, Beta
1995 – 1996 Alan Grimsky, Rho*
1996 – 1997 Morton B. Smith, Gamma 
1997 – 1998 Henry E. Agin, Theta*
1998 – 1999 Herman M. Vogin, Beta*
1999 – 2000 Edmund A. Keisman, Xi*
2000 – 2001 Louis Flacks, Xi
2001 – 2002 Steve Brooks, Iota
2002 – 2003 Michael H. Seidenman, Eta
2003 – 2004 Paul R. Holly, Kappa
2004 – 2005 Manuel I. Fiel, Beta*
2005 – 2007 Vincent Paul, Beta
2007 – 2008 John Anciano, Epsilon
2008 – 2009 Harry J. Lieberman, Zeta
2009 – 2010 Brian Pinto, Epsilon
2010 – 2011 Leonardo Ortega, Epsilon
2011 – 2012 Stephen Imperato, Epsilon
2012 – 2013 John W. Chin, Iota
2013 – 2014 Steve Brooks, Iota
2014 – 2015 Diane Medeiros, Tau
2015 – 2016 Izzat Janajreh, Epsilon
*Deceased

Alpha�Zeta�Omega
Past Supreme Directorums
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Where to start? What to say?
How to say it? As I sit here,
contemplating how to write
this report, I find myself sifting
through a myriad of different
thoughts. How am I supposed
to summarize a year’s worth of
work into a single page?
Supreme board members,
appointed officers, individual
chapters, PSDs, fraters (young
and old) all did so much for
our fraternity this year. And so
it goes...I have to start at the
beginning...

The setting: Marriott Hotel, Montréal, Canada.
The date: Saturday, July 16, 2016
The guy: One really nervous Indian guy from New Jersey
I look out and see a room filled with fraters, looking at me.
Waiting to hear what is the new direction of our great frater-
nity. Waiting to hear what we have planned for the upcom-
ing year. Waiting to hear if I am going to crack a joke or main-
tain a serious tense. All of my AZO memories came flooding
back to me in a wave as I prepare to address the fraternity for
the first time as Supreme Directorum. I proceed to lay out my
vision for the upcoming year; including new projects,
resources, and appointments. As I look back at what I dis-
cussed, I can not help but think about how lofty some of my
goals were. I hope this report gives a brief summary of our
achievements as well as some insights for our future leaders.
Delegation. That is the name of the game. This year is only
considered a success because of my amazing Executive
Board and appointed officers. Supreme Signare Janajreh led
the charge to organize fraters to help in updating the pledge
manuals. I am excited to unveil this new document and pro-
vide an up-to-date resource to help chapters in pledging
new fraters. Excheque McLachlan mainted near-perfect
books this year and ensured our financial future. First Sub
Directorum Judson acted as an excellent right hand woman
and organized monthly calls with my entire board to keep
everyone apprised of what was going on. These calls,
although taking time from our days each month, helped
keep myself and my board apprised of what we were all
doing. I would like to personally thank the additional time
commitment made by all members as they attended these
calls. Second  Sub-Directorum Parsons will be presenting the
results of her retention committee within the coming weeks.
This group was formed at the behest of the fraternity after
the last convention to help improve young alumni retention.
Associate Signare Saracino came up with new and creative
topics for the Apothecary and kept each issue unique and
fresh. Supreme Undergraduate Representative Cammarota
led her team, which included Associate Representatives
Silengo and Inaganti, and made a true concerted effort to
connect with our undergraduates. Every week there was
another post on social media with one of those three at
another chapter spreading fraternalism. 
One of the biggest adjustments this year included the intro-
duction of liability insurance for our members and leadership.
This insurance provides the security our chapters need to
remain viable and provides a safer environment for all of us.

Supreme Directorum Report
In addition, our dues were increased for the first time in many
years. I was happy to see that the increase in dues did not
impact overall membership. I want to thank every single
frater for maintaining his or her activity and hope to see each
and every one of you remain active. We have taken strides to
decrease our overall expenditures wherever possible. This
included printing Apothecaries for fraters who opted in and
changing the method by which the Directorum’s Cup and
Newspaper Cup are awarded. In the long run, these activities
will save the fraternity hundreds of dollars annually.
Throughout the year, I had the chance to visit quite a few
chapters. I want to start by thanking each chapter that invit-
ed to me to a fundraiser, formal event, professional event,
or social event. Visiting the chapters brought back my old
memories of random road trips when I was an undergrad-
uate with my fellow compatriots. I had the opportunity to
visit eight different chapters and meet countless new fraters
from chapters across the country. The best part of these
trips was seeing how many other fraters were attending
multiple events. I hope that fraters continue this trend and
spread fraternalism every chance they get.
There are so many people I need to thank that I am not even
sure where to start. To my executive board and appointed
officers, thank you for giving up so much time and effort to
fulfill your duties and work on additional projects. To our
P.S.D.s, thank you for always knowing when to kick me in the
rear and provide your wisdom for fraternal matters. This year
saw new challenges we had never experienced before and it
was the PSDs who provided the guidance necessary to nav-
igate these waters. To Tiffany, thank you for always keeping
me organized and knowing when I needed you to be a “pain
in my a** and keep me focused.” Congratulations to Gloria
Flacks on receiving the Achievement Award. Words cannot
truly express your contribution to our fraternity, but I hope
this award goes a small way in showing our appreciation. 
It’s now 8:31 pm and this report is late. My phone is ring-
ing. I will give you one guess as to who is on the other side
of that call. To Izzy, what can I say? Honestly, I do not
remember when you and I first started talking about
Supreme Directorum. You have been through this whole
journey with me and I would not have made it this far
without you. Late nights sipping on our favorite beverage
and talking about AZO history and future, new plans and
projects, and chapter visits over the last 12 years and here
we are. I never really knew what “Supreme Member at
Large” meant but you definitely set a standard that will be
hard to follow. Thank you for all your advice and friendship.
Finally, thank you to every…single…frater. Without you, I
would not be here typing this report. I would not have
tried a Holy Donut. I would never have known what an
“aircraft carrier” was. Each and everyone one you gave me
the energy to act as your leader. Thank you for instilling
your confidence in me as your leader. I look forward to see-
ing you at future events and hopefully increased involvement
with our Supreme Chapter. 
I look forward to seeing all of you in Rhode Island!

Peace, Friendship, and Brotherly Love,

Harjeet Caberwal
Supreme Directorum 2016 - 2017
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Supreme National Fundraising Project
LUSTGARTEN FOUNDATION

For the 2016-2017 fraternal year, the Lustgartgen Foundation was selected as the national
charity. The mission of this organization is to advance the scientific and medical research
related to the diagnosis, treatment, cure and prevention of pancreatic cancer. This is done
with funding for research support, facilitating dialogue among its members and the scientific community, and
heightening public awareness of pancreatic cancer. 100% of all proceeds are used for research.
In the U.S., approximately 50,000 patients are diagnosed annually with pancreatic cancer. It is considered one
of the most fatal forms of cancer and continues to be a target of intense research. This disease has affected
many fraters and families directly. 
Throughout the year, our chapters partook in various fundraising and awareness efforts for the foundation.
These events included bake sales, walks, social gatherings, and additional events to raise money in non-
traditional manners. Although the fraternal year has ended, support of the foundation can continue. Please
visit www.lustgarten.org if you would like to make a financial contribution or find out other ways you can
help in the fight against pancreatic cancer. 
We would like to thank all of the fraters for their support this year. 
Fraternally,

Harjeet Caberwal
Supreme Directorum and 
Philanthropy Co-Chairs Emi Erpenbeck and Jared Bruno

Left to right: Wenola Tauro, Aniel Russo, Ashley Oliveri, Alice Mathews and Saman Mashi

Delta Tau was able to hold several fundraising events for the Lustgarten
Foundation. One event in particular, Give Cancer the Boot, allowed fraters
to collaborate with the Western New England University Athletics
Department to raise awareness for pancreatic cancer and collect donations
(in a purple colored boot) during the conference playoffs for our basketball
teams. Our interchapter event, Bring the Gold to Lustgarten, allowed
fraters from different chapters to compete in various team-related events
while seeing who was able to raise the most money. Through our success
in philanthropy, we have created a new chair position in order to focus on
yearly fundraising efforts for the national project.

Lambda Nu’s annual bowl-a-thon raises money every year 
for the Lustgarten Foundation.

Delta Tau at the Give Cancer the Boot event. 
Left to right: Michelle Carlson, Francesca Picone, Liz Allen,

Ryan Wallace, Joseph Feliciano and Jon Mahoney

AZO chapters raise money and increase awareness at various fundraising events.
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National Auxiliary Past Presidents
1940-46 Syd Scott, Theta*
1946-47 Belle Rothenberg, Detroit Alumni*
1947-49 Charlotte Schoenfeld, Pi*
1949-50 Kal Morton, Detroit Alumni*
1950-51 Rose Hillman, Eta*
1951-53 Evelyn Barman, Theta*
1953-55 Juel Roth, Mu*
1955-57 Martha Schochet, Pi*
1957-58 Min Millman, Detroit Alumni*
1958-59 Reva Goldfeder, Pi
1959-60 Mintsy Agin, Theta*
1960-61 Mildred Goldberg, Pi*
1961-62 Dolly Chitlik, Lambda*
1962-63 Fran Breslow, Epsilon*
1963-64 Ethel Sless, Connecticut Alumni*
1964-65 Edith Brenner, Philadelphia Alumni
1965-66 Elaine Rosenfeld, Mu
1966-67 Lil Bessoff, Connecticut Alumni*
1967-68 Mimi Boonshoft, New York Alumni*
1968-69 Esther Kirschner, New York Alumni*
1969-70 Bertha Charkins, Eta*
1970-71 Harriet Levine, Theta
1971-72 Bobby Ross, Connecticut Alumni*
1972-73 Sandra Williams, St. Louis Alumni*
1973-74 Annette Weinstein, Eta*
1974-75 Marion Krop, Epsilon
1975-76 Karyl Keisman, New York Alumni*
1976-77 Linda Masia, New York Alumni
1977-78 Joy Pollock, Philadelphia Alumni
1978-79 Diane Adelman, Theta
1979-80 Marilyn Katz, Connecticut Alumni*
1980-81 Lois Seidenman, Eta
1981-82 Norma Barron, Theta
1982-83 Rose Hillman, Eta*
1983-84 Marilyn Katz, Connecticut Alumni*
1984-85 Annette Weinstein, Eta*
1985-86 Edith Abrams, Theta
1986-87 Rhoda Grimsky, St. Louis Alumni
1987-88 Marilyn Garde, Philadelphia Alumni*
1988-89 Dottie Jacobson, Philadelphia Alumni
1989-90 Gertrude Wasserman, New York Alumni
1990-91 Doris Feder, Miami Alumni*
1991-92 Jan Helper, Detroit Alumni
1992-93 Joan C. Vogin, Philadelphia Alumni*
1993-94 Lois Seidenman, Eta
1994-95 Edith Abrams, Theta
1995-96 Rhoda Grimsky, St. Louis Alumni
1996-97 Sue Smith, Philadelphia Alumni*
1997-99 Joan C. Vogin, Philadelphia Alumni*
1999-00 Karyl Keisman, New York Alumni*
2000-01 Gloria Flacks, New York Alumni
2001-02 Agnes Brooks, New York Alumni
2002-03 Lois Seidenman, Eta
2003-04 Jeanne-Marie Holly, Direct Member
2004-05 Dottie Jacobson, Philadelphia Alumni
2005-06 Lois Seidenman, Eta
2007-08 Jeanne-Marie Holly, Direct Member
2008-09 Trudy Lieberman, New York Alumni
2009-10 Agnes Brooks, New York Alumni
2010-11 Edith Abrams, Theta 
2011-12 Marion Krop, Epsilon
2012-13 Rosalie Chin, New York Alumni
2013-15 Cheryl Monturo, Philadelphia Alumni
2015-17 Lois Seidenman, Eta
*Denotes deceased

National Auxiliary President Report
Greetings from Fairfield,
Ohio! This has been a good
year for the Auxiliary. We
have many new members,
who are male in gender
and we are starting to
grow! We have changed
our Constitution to include
anyone who is interested
in joining; one no longer
has to be married or wid-

owed to/from a Frater. So please consider joining
us. We are a great group of people who enjoy
bringing new members into the family. 
Congrats to Directorum Harjeet Caberwal and his
officers on a successful year.
Mike and I look forward to meeting you again
this July in Providence, Rhode Island for another
Convention to make more memories and have
good times with our second family... AZO!

Respectfully submitted,

Lois J. Seidenman, P.N.P.
National Auxiliary President

3 Past National Presidents in Pompano Beach 
Lois Seidenman, Dottie Jacobson and Agnes Brooks with 
Frater Nicole Cammarota at the Regional Convention.

Save the dates and don’t miss out...
Regional Convention Jan. 3-7, 2018 
Sanibel Harbor Marriott Resort & Spa 

Fort Myers, Florida
National Convention July 11-15, 2018

Charlotte, North Carolina
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I would like to thank the fraternity for
allowing me to serve as the Supreme
First Sub-Directorum. Looking at the
progress and achievements the fra-
ternity has accomplished over the
past fraternal year is impressive. 
One of my responsibilities this year
was the chair of the awards com-
mittee. Being in this role I had the
honor of serving as the Mistress of
Ceremonies for the Jay L. Pollock

Supreme Undergraduate Award dinner, honoring Todd
Thompson of Delta Tau. Congratulations again Todd. In this
role I had the pleasure of announcing the upcoming recip-
ient of the Achievement Award, Gloria Flacks, P.N.P. Both
awards are well-deserved. 
It is exciting to see the amount of fraternalism and brother-
hood that continues to grow at each event. The opportuni-
ties with Alpha Zeta Omega are forever expanding and
growing, so I urge all fraters, alumni and undergraduates to
continue their involvement with enthusiasm with the frater-
nity. I look forward to seeing everyone in Providence!

Fraternally,

Lauren Judson
Supreme 1st Sub-Directorum

Supreme 1st Sub-Directorum Report Supreme 2nd Sub-Directorum Report
It has been a pleasure to serve the fra-
ternity as the Supreme Second Sub-
Directorum for the 2016-2017 frater-
nal year. I focused my efforts on fin-
ishing up my Supreme Excheque
responsibilities and transitioning
everything with our new Supreme
Excheque. I created a guidance doc-
ument to the position of Supreme
Excheque, detailing the main roles of
the position, to be utilized and

expanded upon by future Excheques. One of the highlights
of this year for me, and one of my most rewarding moments
as the Delta Tau Chapter advisor, was witnessing Frater Todd
Thompson receive the Jay Pollock Supreme Undergraduate
Award at winter convention – certainly a most deserving
recipient given his passion and dedication to the fraternity! 
I organized a Supreme Retention Committee made up of
representatives from each of the undergraduate and mixed
chapters. The committee members include: Michael Costa,
Delta Tau, Chris Yanoschak, Epsilon, Evelyn Chhuan, Kappa,
Emi Wilson, Lambda Nu, Nicole Hodgdon, Nu, Carlos
Ocasio, Pi Rho, Genevieve Hale, Psi, Nick Woodard, Rho,
Songsong Le, Rho Iota, Heather Hiszak, Sigma, Janelle
Crabtree, Tau, Jason Marchal, Theta Gamma, and Stephen
Imperato, P.S.D. The committee has been focusing on three
goals: evaluate the loss of fraters upon transition to rotation
year and upon graduation, brainstorm ideas to increase frater
retention on local and Supreme levels, and identify best prac-
tices to increase frater retention with local chapters and
Supreme/create recommendations for implementation. The
committee looks forward to presenting our work and recom-
mendations at the upcoming summer convention. I am
exploring additional CE opportunities that we can offer our
fraters from a Supreme level. More information to follow.
In closing, congrats to the rest of the E-board, appointed offi-
cers, and chapters for a great year! I look forward to seeing
everyone at convention in Providence!

Fraternally,

Katelyn Parsons 
Supreme 2nd Sub-Directorum

I thank Fraters Nicole Bucci and Nicole Silengo from Delta Tau
for helping me deliver the CE at the winter convention,
“Updates in Anticoagulation: Out with the Old, In with the
New?” The program was well-received with a large atten-
dance of alumni and student fraters. This summer Frater Jon
McLachlan will deliver the CE focused on hepatitis C, a topic
with many new drugs that  is quickly evolving. It is sure to be
a great and informative talk. I am working on exploring other
avenues for fraters to receive CE credit through Supreme and
hope to be able to expand our offerings in the upcoming year.

Fraternally,

Katelyn Parsons
Director of Continuing Education

Director of Continuing Education 

It has been an honor and a privilege
to assist the fraternity and gain more
insight into the inner workings as
Bellarum. I have loved being able to
play a greater role in our ceremonies
and assist our Supreme board mem-
bers as their aspirations became real-
ity over the past year. I would like to
commend the chapter officers on a
job well-done, especially Rho Iota on
hosting their first interchapter event!

I would like to congratulate the outgoing Supreme board on
a successful term, and wish more prosperity to the incoming
board as we progress into the next fraternal year. I look for-
ward to seeing you in Providence, and hope you all enjoy the
fruits of peace, friendship, and brotherly love.

Fraternally

Nicole Hodgdon 
Supreme Bellarum

Supreme Bellarum Report

For late breaking AZO alumni and chapter news... 

www.AZO.org
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Serving as Supreme Excheque this
fraternal year has been an absolute
privilege. I would not have been able
to be successful in this office without
the support and guidance received
from fraters that have held this and
other leadership roles including
Supreme officers: Harjeet Caberwal,
Katelyn Parsons, Tiffany Janajreh,
P.S.D.’s Lou Flacks and Izzat Janajreh.
I started the year with a conference

call with the Chapter Excheques to set expectations for the
year and address any questions or concerns. The chapters did
a wonderful job getting their reports, tax filings, and submis-
sions in, as well as handling any issues that arose. I collabo-
rated with Supreme Associate Signare Nicole Saracino in
maintaining the fraternity roster. Details regarding the finan-
cial status of the fraternity will be presented at the fraternity
meeting in Providence. While my professional responsibili-
ties and geographic separation from much of the fraternity
hindered my ability to attend every event to which I was
invited, I did make it out to events at Sigma, Delta Tau and
Epsilon. I am grateful to every chapter for the hospitality you
have shown me and other traveling fraters over the year.
At the time of this report being written, 161 fraters have been
initiated this fraternal year. My charge to each of you is to get
and stay involved. We call our dues “activity fees” for a rea-
son – be active! I wholeheartedly encourage attendance at
conventions and interchapter events. If you see a leadership
role that interests you, either on the chapter or Supreme
level, do not hesitate to make your interests known. 
When I was elected to this office, I set out with the objective
of advancing my understanding of fraternity operations. I
believe I, with the support of the aforementioned fraters,
have easily done that and hope to continue my development
in future service to the fraternity. Congratulations to the rest
of the E-board for a successful year. We have a special group
of fraters leading the fraternity, and it is an honor to be
among them. Best wishes to the incoming elected and
appointed officers, who will continue the great things we
have going under Frater Lauren Judson’s leadership.

Fraternally,

Jonathan McLachlan
Supreme Excheque

Supreme Excheque Report

For late breaking AZO alumni and chapter news... 

www.AZO.org

The Special Actions Committee was
not drawn into action this year so
there is nothing to report. I would
however, like to thank Supreme
Directorum Harjeet Caberwal for
appointing me to chair this com-
mittee. I always appreciate the
opportunity to serve.

Shari Fine, P.S.D.
Special Actions Chairperson

Special Actions Committee

As the fraternal year comes to a
close, I would like to take this time
to thank our Supreme Officers and
Chapter Directorums for all of their
hard work. Being Supreme Signare
for the past two years has given me
the opportunity to see all of the
outstanding achievements, activity
and continued growth of this frater-
nity. It is remarkable to see how
each chapter individually operates,

all while working towards common fraternal goals. This fra-
ternity’s success as a whole is due in great part to the ded-
ication of our chapters’ Directorums and their executive
board members. I would like to personally thank these
members for their constant communication with me. I have
enjoyed reading your minutes and seeing all of the
fundraisers, volunteer work, philanthropic events and pro-
fessional endeavors your chapters have completed. You
should be very proud of all that you have accomplished. 
Serving as our Supreme Signare has been both challenging
and rewarding. While the role truly is a major time commit-
ment, it has also afforded me the opportunity to be as
involved as one possibly can be with every aspect of AZO.
The progress our fraternity has made over the course of the
past year has been incredible. This year saw Pi Rho, Psi, and
our newest chapter, Rho Iota achieve their very first
Directorum’s Cups, and Lambda Nu and Rho Iota host their
first inter-chapter events. Throughout the year I was honored
to be able to attend Tau and Epsilon’s formal dinners, and
Delta Tau’s Olympic games to fundraise for the Lustgarten
Foundation. 
I would like to congratulate Supreme Directorum Caberwal
on another successful fraternal year. We have continued to
grow and advance and I am honored to have been part of
his E-Board. It has been a pleasure to work alongside my
fellow officers. I must admit that moving on from my role
as Supreme Signare will be bitter-sweet for me as I have
thoroughly enjoyed these past two years,  but I am excit-
ed to see where the future will lead and I look forward to
my continued involvement within the fraternity and seeing
everyone in Providence.  

Fraternally,

Tiffany Janajreh
Supreme Signare

Supreme Signare Report
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This past fraternal year has been
quite a ride. We cannot put into
words how much fun we have had
taking on the role as the Supreme
Undergraduate Representatives. We
were able to meet amazing fraters
from the chapters we visited, making
memories that will last a lifetime. We
started in Montreal, unsure of what
these positions fully entailed or what
obstacles we would have to face.
Come to find out, this was hands
down, the best position any under-
graduate frater could hold because of
how close we became with not only
each other, but the undergraduates
across the country as well.
We had two primary goals we want-
ed to accomplish. The first was atten-
dance at all interchapter events
throughout the fraternal year. It is
important to have Supreme’s pres-
ence at events, to not only show our
full support to each chapter, but to
help the fraters out with events they
were planning as well. Whether it
was getting the word out to other
chapters, being the liaison to other
supreme members, or helping fraters
brainstorm ideas for activities to plan
during these events, we did our best
to be there. At least one of us made

it to each interchapter event, and for most cases, all three of
us attended. We had so much fun everywhere we traveled,
and each chapter made us felt right at home. We just want-
ed to express one final thank you to all the fraters who
opened their homes to us and welcomed us like family.
Our second goal was to incorporate philanthropic, profes-
sional service or fundraising aspects into each interchapter
event. Having a good time comes naturally to us as college
students in AZO, but these other aspects are vital as we are
a professional pharmaceutical fraternity. Chapters held suc-
cessful events, such as numerous walks towards cures,
Olympic games in support of our philanthropy, and we even
assembled care packages for those in need. These events
showed our versatility as a professional organization and that
we are able to work hard and play harder. 
While we are sad this amazing year has come to end, we are
proud of our accomplishments, as well as those of each
undergraduate chapter and the fraternity as a whole. As with
any position, there is still room for improvement, and we are
excited to see who will be taking on the challenge and fill our
shoes next year. We want to wish the best of luck to Lauren
and the incoming e-board and thank the fraternity for choos-
ing us to this meaningful position, and we look forward to
seeing everyone at summer convention in Providence!

Peace, Friendship and Brotherly Love,

Nicole Cammarota
Supreme Undergraduate Representative

Nicole Silengo and Sumanth Inaganti
Supreme Undergraduate Associate Reps

Supreme Undergraduate ReportSupreme Associate 
Signare Report

This year as Associate Signare has
been an amazing learning experience
from editing the Apothecaries to
updating chapter rosters and mailing
addresses (I forgot how much under-
graduates move) and becoming a
regular at the post office has been
quite the whirlwind of learn as you go
but I would not have it any other way
not have it any other way. This year
was fun working with the Supreme e-

board on monthly conference calls and travelling to inter chap-
ter events. I am excited to ring in the 2017-2018 fraternal year
and look forward to seeing you in Providence.

Fraternally,

Nicole Saracino 
Supreme Associate Signare

This has been another very exciting
year within the Advocacy
Committee as we continue to
expand. Thanks to the leadership of
Directorum Harjeet Caberwal, our
committee has grown to include two
new undergraduate representatives.
Alka Bhatt, Shivam Patel and I have
stayed on to continue our work
advocating for our profession and
educating fellow fraters. In addition,

we have been joined by Sowmya Mullapudi, fourth year at
Epsilon Chapter, and Robert Patrie, sixth year at Delta Tau.
Advocating for Provider Status remains our top priority, and
I encourage everyone to view the webinar we held last fra-
ternal year on azo.org/advocacy. With our network of
Advocacy Leads, we are better able to educate fraters on cur-
rent issues in pharmacy. I would encourage fraters to reach
out to their local chapter Advocacy Lead if they have issues
or concerns related to pharmacy policy. 
We continue to work to advocate for you! We look forward
to future opportunities to educate fraters on current health
policy through newsletters and presentations. Thank you for
a great fraternal year and see you at convention!

Fraternally submitted,

Mario Coronado 
Advocacy Committee Chairperson

Advocacy Committee Report
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As AZO Supreme Chaplain, my
responsibilities included opening
and closing of all meetings of the
Supreme Chapter, giving the invoca-
tion at Supreme functions, as well as
the somber duty of reporting Fraters
who have passed during the fraternal
year. These Fraters are listed on the
Silent Mortar page of the 2017
AZOAN and inscribed in the

Supreme Memorial Book for lasting memory and history as
members of the Fraternity.While we do not like to hear of
Fraters passing away, communicating this information to the
Supreme Directorum and Chaplain provides the Fraternity
with a way to offer our sympathy and acknowledge them as
members of the Fraternity. These Fraters have served our
Fraternity well and remembering them to their loved ones,
and to fellow Fraters, is important.  
I ask that each Chapter keep me informed when they learn of
Fraters who have passed away. When a Frater passes away,
please send me the Frater’s name, original chapter, date of
death, and address of spouse or family members. If you wish
to share memories of a Frater who has passed away during the
fraternal year, please advise me of this prior to convention.
I have enjoyed serving the Fraternity in this capacity for the
past twelve years. I wish to thank Supreme Directorum
Harjeet Caberwal for selecting me as the Supreme Chaplain
for this past fraternal year.

Fraternally,

Paul R. Holly, P.S.D.
Supreme Chaplain

Supreme Chaplain Report

Electronic Communications Report
It has been a steady year of growth
for the website and email list.
Harjeet has done an excellent job at
making sure the updates are posted
to the website as soon as possible.
We currently have 416 registered
users of the website. Thank you to
each and every one of you for help-
ing us by registering on the site. Tell
your fellow fraters who have not yet
registered so that they do not miss

out on all the information that we send out! We are just
beginning to build our online presence. Anybody who has
suggestions, please do not hesitate to reach out! 

On behalf of the Website and Electronics
Communication Team PF&BL,

Tan Carlin
Webmaster

Supreme Deputy Report
I would like to extend my gratitude
to Supreme Directorum Caberwal
for allowing me to serve as Deputy
again this year. The fraternity contin-
ues to receive multiple inquiries
with regards to new chapters and I
have contacted all interested parties.
Unfortunately none of them have
been able to come to fruition as of
yet. As stated at the winter conven-
tion I continue to work with UG

Representative Cammarota in hopes that a new chapter at
the University of Saint Joseph can be established in the near
future. Our previous potential chapters at Temple University
and University of Georgia have stalled due to lack of interest
and an inability to gain student governing council approval.
I would encourage future administrations to continue to
focus on strengthening our existing chapters and even more
importantly focus on retention post graduation. 
This year has been an exciting one both personally and pro-
fessionally much of which I owe to the connections I have
made through this great Fraternity. I continue to be amazed
how far we have advanced since I joined 17 years ago and
even more hopeful for what the future holds. I look forward
to being able to continue to serve and offer my guidance for
years to come.

Fraternally submitted,

Stephen Imperato, P.S.D.
Supreme Deputy

It is the duty of the Director of
Fraternal Affairs to act as a source
of fraternal tradition, knowledge,
and protocol. In this regard, infor-
mation and advice has been given
to Supreme Officers: Caberwal,
Judson, Parsons, Janajreh, Saracino,
McLachlan, and Cammarota, Editor
Schweitzer, the Winter Convention
Committee, and National
Convention Committee.

Thank you to Supreme Directorum Caberwal for the appoint-
ment. I hope that I was able to live up to his expectations.

Fraternally,

Bruce Strell, P.S.D.
Director of Fraternal Affairs

Director of Fraternal Affairs

For late breaking AZO alumni and chapter news... 

www.AZO.org
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This has been a great year for fundraising! We have contin-
ued selling graduation cords. I am happy to say that it has
been a fruitful fundraiser and we hope to keep it up for
many years. For National Convention, the 50/50 raffle is
back! This is your chance to give back to AZO and your
chance to win! You can pre-order tickets or get them at
convention. I would like to thank Supreme Directorum
Harjeet for this appointment and congratulate him on a
great year great year.

Fraternally,

Ashley Simpson 
Special Fundraising Co-Chair

Special Fundraising Projects

Director of Professional
Mentorship

Thank you to Supreme Directorum
Harjeet Caberwal for appointing me.
I am humbled by the amazing collec-
tion of officers that helped guide
Alpha Zeta Omega this year.
Professionally the fraternity contin-
ues to be a leader among its peer
organizations and a model to all
pharmacy students. Many of our
chapters host significant professional

events every year and I am honored to support those activi-
ties in any way possible. I learned about or was able to par-
ticipate in events such as live CE seminars, interview prepa-
ration meetings, resume writing forums and many others. I
am also excited about the upcoming professional round table
discussion that will occur at convention in Providence.
Congratulations to the supreme board for a phenomenal year
and a big thank you to all members of the fraternity for your
continued professionalism.

Fraternally submitted,

Bradford K Perry
Professional Mentorship Chairperson

Supreme Historian Report
It’s been wonderful to cover all the
events this year as Historian. I have
been able to capture moments
from winter convention to Delta
Tau formal to Tau’s Last Call. Thank
you to everyone who has posed for
a picture! The website has been
updated with pictures from events
and Instagram. When you have a
chance, check them out and if you
have photos you would like posted,

send them to me and I will get them uploaded. I had a
great time being historian and I want to thank Supreme
Directorum Harjeet for the appointment. I look forward to
seeing everyone at the National Convention in Providence! 

Fraternally,

Ashley Simpson 
Supreme Historian

Thank you Supreme Directorum
Caberwal for the honor to serve the
fraternity in this appointed role. I
have sent in the required subordi-
nate chapter information update
required by IRS, as well as continuing
to communicate with them trying to
get new subordinate EINs.  Chapters
with subordinate EINs, please
remember to file your EZ-990 post-
cards before January for the previous

September to August fraternal year. I have also been assist-
ing in auditing, budgeting and answering financial inquiries
for the Supreme Chapter and its subordinate chapters.  

PF&BL,

John Anciano, P.S.D.
Director of Financial Affairs

Financial Affairs Report

Using my years of experience and knowledge in the work-
ings and history of all levels and individual subordinate chap-
ters of AZO, I was able to give some assistance to some of
our chapters this past fraternal year on pledging, elected and
appointed positions, recruitment, retention, housing issues,
etc. Thank you to Supreme Directorum Caberwal for the
appointment and I hope I can continue to be of assistance to
more chapters and Fraters in the future.

Respectfully submitted, 

John Anciano, P.S.D.
Director of Fraternal Mentorship

Director of Fraternal Mentorship

Supreme Legal Advisor Report
At times it is good to communicate
and tell all about the activity in an
office. For the Legal Adviser, it is just
the opposite. When there is nothing
to report, the office has been quiet
and the Fraternity is not experiencing
legal difficulties. It is good to report
that all is well and nothing to tell. I
look forward to being with everyone
and helping Gloria celebrate her
award which is well-deserved. 

See you all in Providence. Thank you to Harjeet and the
Board for a very good year.

Fraternally yours,

Joy Pollock, Esq., P.N.P.
Legal Advisor
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2016-2017 Regional and
National Convention Report

The 2017 National Convention will be
held at the Marriott Downtown Hotel
in Providence, Rhode Island from July
19-23, 2017. Under consideration for
the next Regional Convention to be
held January 3-7, 2018 in Sanibel
Harbor Marriott Resort & Spa in Fort
Myers, Florida and the National
Convention to be held July 11-15,
2018 in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Respectfully submitted,

Lou Flacks, P.S.D.
2017 Convention Chairman

I am pleased to report this office has mailed the AZOAN,
newsletters, regional and convention information and frater-
nal communication in a timely and economical fashion. The
mailing permit has been renewed and we are under budget. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Lou Flacks, P.S.D.
Director of Mailing

Director of Mailing Report

Director of 
Corporate Alliance Report

I am pleased to report we have succeeded in meeting our
financial goals and are strengthening relationships with major
corporations in the pharmaceutical industry.

Respectfully submitted,

Lou Flacks, P.S.D.
Corporate Alliance Chairman

As Good and Welfare Chairperson
for this fraternal year I had the
honor of sending birthday wishes to
Past Supreme Directorums. I
enjoyed being able to take part in
the celebrations and make an
impact for such great leaders in our
fraternity. I also sent out sympathy
and condolence cards to fraters and
their families. I enjoyed contribut-
ing to the fraternity by sending

brotherly love, even if it is as simple as a card. I would like
to thank Supreme Directorum Harjeet Caberwal for
appointing me to this position and allowing me to serve
the fraternity in this way

Fraternally,

Nikole Shpilfogel 
Good and Welfare

Good & Welfare Report

This year has been fulfilling and excit-
ing as Philanthropy Co-Chairs. At the
beginning of the year we contacted
the individual chapters asking them
to explain what the Lustgarten
Foundation is and the impact it has to
their members. We also informed
the chapters about what we do and
how we can help them as Supreme
Philanthropy Chairs. 
It was extremely heartwarming to
hear of the the many impressive
achievements made by the individ-
ual chapters in their efforts to raise
money for the national charity and
local organizations in their area. For
example, Nu chapter hosted multi-
ple events including change wars
and their fourth annual Rx Spelling
Bee. Delta Tau held their Bring the
Gold to Lustgarten amongst other

events that raised a great deal of money for worthy causes.
Lambda Nu held their annual Bowl a thon to raise money for
the Lustgarten Foundation. Overall all of the chapters held a
multitude of events to get involved in their communities and
raise the reputation of our fraternity. Epsilon and Nu partici-
pated in their school’s annual dance marathons with Epsilon
chapter being the top Professional Organization for another
year. Epsilon also participated in the Parkinson’s Unity Walk
in New York City again this year. 
We would like to thank Supreme Directorum Caberwal for
our appointments this year. We enjoyed working with our
undergraduate chapters and are proud of the efforts put for-
ward by the Fraters! See everyone in Providence!

PF&BL,

Emily Erpenbeck and
Jared Bruno
Co-Philanthropy Chairs

Directors of Philanthropy 

I would like to thank Supreme
Directorum Harjeet Cabarwal for
appointing me to this position and
my committee for their time and
effort, as well as the undergraduate
fraters who applied for scholarships
this year. It was a great opportunity
to review what our fraters have
accomplished during their academic
careers. I would like to congratulate
those who earned scholarships this

year, and look forward to seeing everyone in Providence.
PF&BL,

Nick Woodard
EG Sless Scholarship Chairman

Sless Scholarship Report



Directorum’s Cup for 
Chapter Proficiency

This award is presented at a luncheon during the National
Convention to the
Directorums of those
chapters who showed
the greatest amount of
activity and progress
during the year. 
These awards are not
competitive and more
than one can be given.
2017 Directorum’s
Cup recipients: Delta Tau, Epsilon, Lambda Nu, New York
Alumni, Nu, Pi Rho, Psi, Rho, Rho Iota, Sigma and Tau chapters.

Rome Newspaper Cup:
Harjeet Caberwal, Epsilon
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Newspaper Cup Report
I would like to thank Supreme
Directorum Harjeet Caberwal for the
appointment of Newspaper Cup
Chairperson. I am pleased with  the par-
ticipation this year. I enjoyed reading
what you all were doing this year. I was
very impressed with your impact on your
respective communities! I would like to
congratulate our Supreme board and all
chapters for an incredible fraternal year. I
look forward to seeing everyone in July.

Fraternally,

Christopher Yanoschak 
Sidney R. Rome Newspaper Cup Chairperson

Directorum’s Cup: 
Harold Selden, New York Alumni

Rome Newspaper Cup: 
Nicole Cammarota, Nu

Directorum’s Cup: 
Luke Neumann, Rho

Directorum’s Cup: 
Todd Thompson, Delta Tau

Rome Newspaper Cup: 
Jared Bruno, Nu 

Directorum’s Cup: 
Jessica Campbell, Sigma 

Rome Newspaper Cup: 
Manpreet Badwal, Lambda Nu 

Rome Newspaper Cup: 
Nikole Shpilfogel, Tau

Directorum’s Cup: 
Jason Marchal, Theta Gamma 

Directorum’s Cup: 
Bonnie Murphy, Lambda Nu

Rome Newspaper Cup: 
Heather Hiszak, Sigma



Chapter Reports
New York Alumni
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New York Alumni ended the fraternal year at the Convention
with our Directorum, Jay Rothbaum, accepting a Directorum’s
Cup from Supreme Directorum Izzy Janajreh. We began the
new fraternal year by having our own P.S.D. Steve Brooks
being named the recipient of the Ephraim G. Sless Award.
In August, we had a meeting to plan the dates and activities
for the year. We met at Agnes and Steve Brooks’ home.
There we were able to meet their new Granddaughter. In
addition, the Jeffrey Levy Scholarship was increased to $750. 
In September, the chapter met in Stoney Point, New York. Frs.
Stu Flaks and Al Greenberg joined us. They are recovering
from illness. PSD Lou Flacks urged everyone to check the
website and register for the winter convention. 
The E.G. Sless Award was officially presented to Fr. Brooks,
since he was not able to receive it at the convention. P.S.D.
Brooks conducted a fund-raiser for Ronald McDonald House.
We were saddened to learn of the death of Fr. Eli Gorelik’s
mother at age 107. No, that is not a typo. P.S.D. John Chin
reported the death of his brother, George Chin. Fr. Paul
Kaufman, who is recovering from hip surgery, reported the
death of his brother Fr. Jack Kaufman.
P.S.D. Flacks reported that New York Alumni sponsored two
CE programs at the Indo-American Pharmacists. We co-
sponsored the CE program at the convention in Florida.
In October, at the Ocean Empire in Pomona we decided to
launch a facebook page. it is AZO New York Alumni set up
by Jill Rothbaum. She has posted pictures from our meetings.
Our annual theatre party was in November at the Westchester
Dinner Theatre and we saw Saturday Night Fever. There was
a fundraiser for The Lustgarten Fund to Cure Pancreatic Cancer.
For December, we had a Holiday Party at Buon Amici in
White Plains, New York. There was a grab bag presided over
by Gloria Flacks and a Santa Claus who looked a little like
Agnes Brooks. Lou Flacks reported that the ACPE committee
met and discussed potential speakers for 2017 CE programs.
In January, we had a delegation attend the convention on
Pompano Beach, Florida. A good time was had by all at this
very successful event. Our meeting, later in the month, was
at Central Seafood Chinese Restaurant to celebrate Chinese

New Year. Agnes Brooks distributed her homemade cookies.
February we were in Riverdale, New Jersey at Boniello's Italian
Restaurant which is owned by Epsilon Frater Keli Boniello’s
family. We celebrated Joyce Hoffman Selden, John Chin and
Esther Ingbar’s birthday. We wish Marty Ingbar get-well soon.
We went to Nyack, New York for the March meeting. It was
at LaFontana. Jill and Jay Rothbaum reported that their son,
Rabbi Michael Rothbaum, was appointed spiritual leader of
Temple Beth Elohim in Acton, Massachusetts. We celebrated
the birthdays of Bernie and Ellen Wally, and Agnes Brooks.
April found us in Yonkers, New York at the Lefteris Greek
Restaurant where we held a fund-raiser for the Lustgarten
Foundation for Pancreatic Cancer Research. In May, we ate at
the Lobster House on City Island. We unfortunately learned
of Frater Stu Flaks’ passing. In June, we were in New York City
to see the show Avenue Q.

Respectfully submitted,

Harold Selden
New York Alumni Signare

Scenes from New York Alumni events.



Nu Chapter started off the fall semester filled with excellent
achievements made by a number of Fraters. Fall semester is
always busy with rush and pledging. Nu Chapter inducted
18 new fraters. With the help of her pledge committee,
Pledgemaster Caroline Liu, was able to instill the feeling of
PFBL. Pledging is my favorite time of the year as we get to
meet potential new fraters and show them what Alpha Zeta
Omega is all about. Caroline and her committee did an
amazing job coordinating traditional events while also
adding in new ideas that made the pledging process even
better. I cannot put into words how excited I am for the
future of Nu chapter. As a soon to be alumni, I know I will
be leaving behind more than capable fraters that will carry
on and continue to build on the success of Nu Chapter.
Frater Gianna Casal, our professional chair, did a great job
this year. Professionally, Nu Chapter has held a P4 rotations
night to showcase rotations to pharmacy students. We have
also sent fraters to Yale New Haven Hospital to shadow
pharmacists for the day. Nu Chapter has also held multiple
workshops for our pre-pharmacy fraters to help them in
applying to pharmacy school. We also held mock interviews
in the spring for young fraters to practice their pharmacy
school interviewing skills and receive feedback from fraters
in pharmacy school. Nu Chapter has also held multiple sen-
ior center presentations, in which fraters go to senior centers
and talk about various health topics. 
With the guidance of our philanthropy chair, Mallory
Norman, Nu Chapter has also had a successful year raising
money for the Lustgarten Foundation. We have partnered
with multiple local businesses in the area to benefit the
Lustgarten Foundation. Nu Chapter started coins for a cause
for the first time this semester. Collection bins were placed at
all of the cafes around campus for the month of March. This
effort was very successful and raised over $700! Mallory also
coordinated a change wars to raise money for our chapter
and for the Lustgarten Foundation. We participated in our
University’s dance marathon, Huskython, that took place in
February. We held multiple fundraisers throughout the year
on campus to benefit Huskython, such as canning in Hartford,
Connecticut. The university in total raised $836,174 for
Connecticut Children’s Medical Center. Some of our fraters
volunteered at the local soup kitchen to help those in need. 
Nu Chapter has had many successful fundraisers throughout
the year. Thanks to our Fundraising Chair, Cindy Guo, and
Historian, Cindy Zheng. We sold items like apparel from hats
and T-shirts to an AZO Calendar. Nu chapter has also held

Nu Chapter
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bake sales within the school of pharmacy and partnered with
local businesses, who donate a portion of their profits to us
in exchange for promoting their business. Nu Chapter also
held our 4th annual Rx Spelling Bee in the spring which was
a big success. 
Thanks to our Social Chair, Alexis Redfield, Nu Chapter has
continued to grow and strengthen our bonds of friendship.
Alexis planned trips to our favorite sushi restaurant, bowling,
and roller skating just to name a few. We hosted a social with
other pharmacy fraternities on campus. Nu Chapter visited
Delta Tau, Rho, Tau and Epsilon this year and we would like
to thank them for their hospitality and always showing us
PF&BL. We hosted our annual NuPalooza in October and it
was a huge success with fraters visiting from multiple chap-
ters. Our second annual formal took place on January 21st
and it was a great time with fraters from other chapters and
alumni in attendance. Nu Chapter has continued its expan-
sion as a mixed chapter. We are constantly trying to engage
our alumni and our undergraduates together. Both under-
grads and alumni have so much to offer one another and we
are just scratching the surface of what Nu Chapter can do as
a mixed chapter. 
Overall, Nu Chapter has built upon what previous fraters
have done and we will continue to grow together. I’d like to
thank my executive board and chairs because without them
none of what we do would be possible: Jacob Ferreira (Sub-
Directorum), Qing Qing Zhou (Signare), Matt Deneff
(Excheque), Kristian Pretashi (Bellarum), Caroline Liu
(Pledgemaster), Cindy Zheng (Historian), Gianna Casal
(Professional Chair), Mallory Norman (Philanthropy Chair),
Cindy Guo (Fundraising Chair), Alexis Redfield (Social Chair),
Jackie Hesse (Nu Undergraduate Representative). They were
the backbone of our chapter and I was lucky to have such an
amazing group of people. I would like to take this time to
congratulate Frater Jason Albrecht on becoming Nu’s
Directorum for the upcoming fraternal year. I am tremen-
dously excited for what the future holds for Nu chapter and I
wish Jason and the rest of his executive board well; I know
they will do great!

Fraternally,

Jared Bruno
Nu Chapter Directorum
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Tau Alumni have had a wonderful year. We continue to use
Google Hangout to reach all of our members for our month-
ly meetings as we are still spread out across the country. We
have found it is a great way to include everyone, especially
considering our busy schedules and many different locations.
We are continually growing, with graduating undergraduates
joining the alumni and our Tau family growing, with new
babies and husbands being welcomed this year!
At winter convention we were able to connect with many
other alumni as we had a good turnout. It was great to see
everyone, catch up, and start planning for spring events.
Shortly after convention, we helped undergraduates with
their pledging process, hosting an alumni night where the
pledges had the chance to meet alumni and get their alumni
bigs. Alumni bigs and littles are able to get together face-to-
face or via email and get to know the alumni better and have
a mentor/mentee relationship. At the end of February, we
helped undergraduates welcome five new fraters. 
In the spring, we also hosted our second annual wine tasting
night. It was a night to get together and raise money for the
Lustgarten Foundation while enjoying some wine and cheese
and great company. We were able to raise over $300 from
this night for such a wonderful foundation.
At the end of April, we inducted our new officers for the
upcoming fraternal year. We are happy to introduce Brooke
Ruhland as the new Directorum and congratulations to all of
the new officers. I want to give a shout out to all of the Tau
officers from this year for making it a great year for all of us.
Tau Alumni would like to congratulate Harjeet on an amazing
year as Supreme Directorum and the entire Supreme Board;
we cannot wait to see what the new fraternal year brings!

Fraternally submitted, 

Bridget Cahill
Tau Alumni Directorum

Tau Alumni

Left to right: Janelle Crabtree, Nikole Shpilfogel, Tiffany Janajreh,
Bridget Cahill, Alyssa Desrocher and Nicole Saracino

Left to right: Chris Yanoschak, Amanda Tosto, Nicole Saracino,
Shannon Coffey, Ashley Simpson, Alyssa Desrocher, Bridget Cahill,
Tiffany Janajreh, Lauren Judson and Jessica Filippoli

Connecticut Alumni

Connecticut Alumni Chapter got off to a great start this fra-
ternal year in September with a memorable dinner-meet-
ing which was held at Angelo’s Restaurant in West
Hartford which is one of our favorite places. Our fraters are
looking forward to our plans for the year with much antic-
ipation.  November’s meeting was a real treat for all who
were fortunate to attend. This exceptional dinner-meeting
was held at Ruth’s Chris Steak House in Newington and a
memorable time was had by all. For those fraters who
missed our first meeting of the year, they were in luck
because January found us back at Angelo’s Restaurant. Our
April get-together took us to Portofino’s Restaurant in
Kensington which is becoming a regular stop on our din-
ner circuit. Our last dinner-meeting of the season will be
held at a destination yet to be determined. However, I am
sure that it will be well-attended and a grand time will be
had by all. Our officers for the year are: Harvey Seltzer,
Directorum; Norman Fleishman, Sub-Directorum/Signare;
Burton Miller, Excheque; Fred London, Bellarum.

Fraternally,

Harvey Seltzer
Connecticut Alumni Directorum
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Tau Chapter

As the 2016-2017 fraternal year comes to a close, I am so
very proud of how much Tau has accomplished. We partic-
ipated in numerous philanthropy, fundraising, and profes-
sional events, as well as attended numerous interchapter
events, and built within our chapter a stronger sense of
peace, friendship, and brotherly love. Tau has greatly
exceeded all my expectations and I am honored to have
been Directorum to such a hardworking, close knit chapter
that is always thriving to better ourselves. I would like to
commend the officers of Tau for a job well done! We could
not have accomplished nearly as much as we did without
all of your help. For the second year in a row we hosted a
pharmacy career panel, where we had several Tau Alumni
as well as a Delta Tau Alumni along with faculty members
to talk about their career paths as pharmacists thus far. Our
spring semester was full of amazing community service
opportunities. We visited patients and their families at the
AstraZeneca Hope Lodge, hosted our annual blood drive
in collaboration with the American Red Cross, and walked
in Relay for Life. We also volunteered for the Green Team
at Fenway Park, collecting recyclables during the second
Red Sox home game.

Tau undergrads volunteering at Fenway Park.

Annual Tau White Hall photo

New fraters (left to right): Melanie Daniels, Amy Thompson, Jinal Patel,
Pledgemaster Adina Petrosan, Biyanka Patel and Brianna Shea

We were able to induct five wonderful new fraters under the
leadership of Adina Petrosan. I cannot wait to see what
amazing things these girls will accomplish and I am proud to
call them my brothers. We were honored to have Supreme
Directorum Caberwal attend our end of the year celebration,
Last Call. This celebratory dinner is where we congratulated
our graduating fraters: Anjali Bharadwaj, Anelsa Beqo, Alexa
Carey, Kelly Garrity, Kelsey Levesque, Ashley Monger,
Abimbola Olangunju, Heer Patel, Rachel Radigan and Nikole
Shpilfogel. We wish them luck on all their future endeavors!
We inducted our officers for the 2017-2018 fraternal year. I
am happy to announce my successor, my current Sub-
Directorum, Joanna McCormack. I am confident she will con-
tinue to build upon our chapter and lead Tau for another suc-
cessful year and cannot wait to see all that Tau can do in the
upcoming year. I am grateful for the support of Tau under-
graduates, alumni and my brothers throughout the fraternity
and I look forward to an amazing convention in Providence. 

Fraternally, 

Mikayla Palmieri
Tau Directorum

Philadelphia Alumni

The chapter is glad to report that we continue our bonds of
friendship, brotherly love and enjoyed our dinner meetings.
We provide live ACPE continuing education programs to the
metro-Philly pharmacists through the Morris Abrams
Continuing Education Program and offer one of the premier
live programs in the area. Last year we moved our venue
back to our fraternity’s roots: the Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy. The college was excited to have our programs
move back on campus. Philadelphia Alumni hopes to further
strengthen its relationship with the college with CE programs.

Fraternally,

Rich Greene
Philadelphia Alumni Directorum
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Lambda Nu Chapter

As we look forward to the end of the school year, Lambda Nu
closes its third fraternal year. It has been a busy and exciting
time, and I would first like to congratulate my E-board on an
amazing job: Jenny Cormier (Sub-Directorum), Katie Rogers
(Excheque), Marina Izzi (Recording Signare), Natalie
Underdown (Corresponding Signare), Manny Badwal
(Bellarum), and Casey Fisher (Pledgemaster), our chairs and
committee members, thank you for your hard work and ded-
ication to the chapter over the course of this year. The chap-
ter and I certainly appreciate everything that you have done!
Our fraternal year started as we sent six fraters to Montréal
for National Convention. While there, we had an amazing
time connecting with old and new fraters from other chap-
ters. It was great to explore the city and try out some tasty
new treats, and we left excited for all the coming events once
we returned to school. When we all arrived back in Maine,
we held our first ever interchapter, hosting fraters from Delta
Tau, Epsilon and Nu chapters for a fun Maine weekend, full of
lighthouses, brewery visits, and end of summer fun. Thanks
again to everyone who came out and made it such a success!
We held our annual dress-down day to raise money for the
Greater Portland Animal Refuge League. Students in the
College of Pharmacy are always ready for the chance to wear
their jeans to class, and we love animals, so we raised over
$260 in just over two hours. We followed up with a social
event at the local haunted woods walk, and while the event
got rained out after we arrived, the deluge did not dampen
our spirits! To follow up we hosted our traditional game
night, with board games, pizza, Dance Revolution, and the
opportunity to introduce ourselves to the College of
Pharmacy before our spring rush. We had a great turnout,
and it was awesome to hear the lecture hall resounding with
laughter instead of endless therapeutics lectures!
To finish our semester, we held a Christmas ornament sale,
with custom UNE ornaments. They proved to be very popu-
lar, and we will definitely be selling them again next year! We
participated in the adopt-a-child program, providing
Christmas gifts to a local eight year old. I am sure he enjoyed
his new jacket and boots, and a remote-control car! Our
chapter held a Secret Santa gift exchange at the end of the
semester, where everyone proved just how well they knew
their fellow fraters as they picked the perfect gifts!
Manny was able to attend Winter Convention in Pompano
Beach to start our spring semester off with some warm
weather before heading back to the Maine chill. She had a
great time on the beach, and we want to thank Delta Tau for
adopting her as an honorary chapter member for the week-

end! Spring semester always proves to be incredibly busy for
our chapter, as we start rush and pledge within a few days of
returning back from break. Casey and her committee did an
outstanding job planning a full slate of rush events, allowing
us to meet potential new members and tell them all about
who we are and what we do. It’s no coincidence that most
of our events revolved around food, a tried and true method
to bring people together. When bid day came along, we
were happy to welcome 10 new pledges to the member
process, and after a month of meeting, activities, and our
annual service opportunity with Habitat for Humanity, we
were happy to induct the brothers into the Lambda Nu family.
After pledge, we held another philanthropic event to benefit
the Animal Refuge League, collaborating with the other fra-
ternities on campus to collect pet food, toys and supplies to
donate. They were incredibly thankful for our contributions,
and we were happy to help this great organization. Next, we
held our annual skills night, to help sharpen our blood pres-
sure and counseling skills with the help of upperclassmen
and faculty. Our chapter took the opportunity to enhance our
leadership skills at the annual PLS leadership fair on campus.
To finish our semester, we inducted two honorary members,
inviting Ms. Lynn Kopack from the Experiential Education
office, and Ms. Renee Dana from the Dean’s Office to our
Lambda Nu family. Both were extremely excited to accept
our invitations for membership, and we were excited to wel-
come them. After that, we held our annual bowl-a-thon to
raise money for the Lustgarten Foundation. The final tallies of
fundraising are still coming in, but it is safe to say we had
another successful event. We will finish up our semester with
our “May the 4th Be with You” Star Wars themed bake sale.  
We would like to thank all of the chapters that hosted us at
events over the course of this year, from Delta Tau weekend,
to Nu formal, to Tau Third Weekend. It is not always easy for
us to make it out of Maine, but we enjoy our visits immense-
ly, and we always look forward to the chance to get out and
visit our fellow fraters. We love hosting, so if anyone wants to
come up and explore Maine in the summer, just let us know! 
I have been incredibly honored to serve as Lambda Nu
Directorum this year. I am so fortunate to have such a great
chapter, and one that is so ready to jump into activities with
both feet. This year has been all I could ever ask for, and I look
forward to watching what Lambda Nu will do next as I head
off for APPEs. Best of luck to Natalie as the incoming
Directorum, and the rest of the new e-board and chapter
members as we look forward to fraternal year number four!

Fraternally,

Amanda Powers
Lambda Nu Chapter Directorum
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Congratulations to frater Valeria Salgado on her well-earned
Simon I. Sless Award, being the first recipient of this honor in
Pi Rho. Special gratitude to our Frater of the Year and next
Directorum, Angelisse Rivera, for demonstrating endless
commitment with AZO. We are very excited to have sur-
passed our goals for the year. This was the first time Pi Rho
has qualified for the Newspaper Cup, but most remarkably,
for the Directorum’s Cup. It truly feels amazing to witness our
chapter’s growth and dedication. We look forward to contin-
uing to make history for Pi Rho, and to further strengthen
bonds among all AZO fraters. I must thank AZO and Pi Rho
Chapter for trusting me and giving me the magnificent
opportunity to serve as their Directorum this year. I am con-
fident the new officers will work above our standards, and I
wish them the best of luck for the upcoming fraternal year. 
May our Peace, Friendship, and Brotherly Love last forever,

Sandra E. Rolón Latorre 
Pi Rho Directorum

Pi Rho Chapter

I am pleased to announce this definitely was an amazing year
for Pi Rho that went far beyond expectations. First, I must
extend my gratitude and recognize the hard work and com-
mitment of my executive board and the chapter as a whole,
as everything was made possible with their support. 
For the first time, we had active alumni fraters, and we had
the most Pi Rho fraters ever attending AZO convention.
Thanks to the outstanding work of our pledge masters, 11
new brothers were welcomed into our AZO family. We
organized an incredible Induction Ceremony, where we
brought together alumni fraters and hosted fellow fraters
from other chapters to join in our celebration. We had our first
chapter t-shirts made, and a new banner to represent our
chapter. For fundraising, we had lunch and chocolate sales.
Our social chair coordinated fantastic events this past year.
Starting the semester with Pi Rho’s Annual Wine Night, fol-
lowed by monthly Meet & Eat picnics, and the amazing Trull
AZO PharmD ’16 (our traditional Christmas caroling). 
Among professional and philanthropic activities, every
month was dedicated to a different health condition through
our Health Awareness Month initiative. This year, one of our
fellow brother’s dad was diagnosed with colorectal cancer,
and this motivated us to carry out a “Dress in Blue Day” at
our school. We collected donations and presented them to
the frater’s family in solidarity with our frater, as we raised
awareness for this condition. Similarly, another “Color Day”
was arranged to make our contribution to the national philan-
thropy, the Lustgarden Foundation. 
Pi Rho participated in several activities dedicated to the pro-
motion of immunization while volunteering at the
“Vidapalooza” and “Celebrating life with health and preven-
tion” public health events. Pi Rho offered a Curriculum Vitae
workshop just before the job fair to better prepare pharmacy
students on the construction of a competitive CV. We collab-
orated with other professional organizations from our School
of Pharmacy on a health fair held at Borinquen Towers. Our
end-of-semester activity was “Bowl for a Cause”, an amazing
way to digress from the semester as we raised funds for a
local organization: The Committee of Education and Wellness
for Children and Adolescents with Diabetes. 

Pi Rho Chapter at Regional Convention in Pompano Beach, Florida
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Kappa Chapter goals. We look forward to seeing our Kappa Chapter contin-
ue to give back to the community in the same manner in the
future. This year when we participated in the Annual
Alzheimer’s walk we were able to fundraise more than $500,
more than we have been able to fundraise in the past. Over
the last year, I saw each of the executive board members
develop as a leader. I saw brotherhood and friendship
become stronger among us. I am confident that that each
board member developed leadership skills they will be able
to apply as future pharmacists. 
Before I took on the DIrectorum role, I was very nervous and
hesitant since I did not know whether I would be able to
handle the task that was before me. Looking back, accept-
ing the Directorum nomination was one of the best deci-
sions I have made during my educational career at
University of Maryland School of Pharmacy. I have learned a
lot about leadership and working together with different
people to reach a common goal. My AZO family has been
very supportive and I have formed life long friendships. I
would like to thank our Kappa Chapter for entrusting me to
lead them as the Directorum. It has been an amazing oppor-
tunity, one that has shaped my character and humbled me.
I would like to congratulate the newly elected Directorum,
Alighe Che and wish her and her executive board a very suc-
cessful year. Thank you to all the members of our Kappa
Chapter for all the hard work you put into making our year a
success. Thank you to our Kappa Alumni for always being
there for us and having the Continuing Education Breakfasts.
Last but not least, thank you to the Supreme Executive
Board for all the support you have given us.

PFBL and Sincerely,

Esther Kimani
Kappa Chapter Directorum

It has been an honor and a privilege to be able to serve as the
Directorum of the Kappa Chapter at University of Maryland
School of Pharmacy. This year would not have been possible
without the help of my amazing and talented executive
board made of Kelechi Chikeka-Sub-directorum, Rachel
Switzer – Signare, Philip Kong – Excheque, Hannah
Oseghale – Bellarum, Mark Ferenc – Historian, Teyrra
Crawford – Fundraising Chair, Cynthia Uche – Philanthropy
Chair & Advocacy Chapter Lead, Alighe Che – Pledge
Master, Daniyal Bashir – Web Master, Ngan Do – Shady
Grove Liaison, Kwabena Nimarko – Alumni Liaison. Our
Advisor, Dr. Hynicka was very instrumental to our success.
Kelechi Chikeka, the Sub-dircetorum and recipient of the
Simon I. Sless Award was very helpful and supportive
throughout the year. I would not have asked a better Sub-
Directorum. I thank each of you so much for all the efforts you
put in to making this year such a success. Our efforts did not
go to waste; in fact, we were able to raise the standards of
our Kappa Chapter and I am very proud of the work we
accomplished.
Before the beginning of the school year we set goals as an
executive board and I can proudly say that we were able to
see each of our goals come into fruition. There are several
areas in our organization that needed improvement from
past years and we felt that if we did not implement changes
this year our fraternity may suffer in the future. Some of our
main goals for the year were to induct twenty new members,
explore other ways to fundraise, discover new philanthropic
activities and develop as leaders. In order to induct twenty
new members we strategized on improving our Rush Events.
With our Pledge Master Alighe Che and Belarum Hanna
Oseghale, taking charge, we changed some of the Rush
Event themes and for the first time held a Rush Event at our
Sister Campus- Shady Grove. As a result we were able to get
two new members from our sister campus. Our fundraising
chair, Teyrra Crawford, was very contributory in coming up
with fundraising ideas. This year we were able to introduce
the Tumbler sale and enhance our traditional Bake sale as well
as carry out our White Coat sale more smoothly than before.
Our Treasurer, Philip Kong did an excellent job keeping track
of our funds and monitoring our monetary activities. Cynthia
Uche, our philanthropy chair introduced giving back to
Universities/Colleges by delivering Speaking Engagements
to students who are interested in pursing careers in
Pharmacy. We were able to hold two speaking engagements
at the Community College of Baltimore County and
University of Maryland College Park that were very success-
ful. Each board member’s willingness to work together to
accomplish the tasks we had enabled us to accomplish all our
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Psi Chapter 

This has been yet another extraordinary year for Psi Chapter.
We have expanded our involvement within our community
and met many of the goals we set back in August. As anoth-
er academic year comes to an end, I am privileged to have

had the opportunity of being Directorum and leading this
amazing group of pharmacy professionals. After an exhilarat-
ing pledge period, we welcomed four dedicated new fraters
into the Psi Chapter family this year. This year we focused on
changing the pace of our fundraising efforts as our numbers
at Psi slightly declined. We planned many different fundrais-
ers throughout the year to support our national charity,
Lustgarten Foundation. We are delighted to have raised
$616.73 in donations with only 24 active fraters this year.
Along with our efforts nationally, we have served our local
community as well. We partnered with our local Habitat for
Humanity for the first time this year and spent a weekend
building and painting houses. We took great pride in helping
our community and are looking forward to continuing these
efforts in the future. Fraters also participated in local health
screenings, brown bag events, and numerous roadside
cleanups as we have adopted a local highway. Psi Chapter
partnered with many faculty members at NOVA
Southeastern University this year as well to host a variety of
residency and post-graduation workshops. Even though we
have put in a lot of hard work this year, we also like to have
some fun! We recently competed in our annual “Greek Wars’
competition where we competed against the other pharma-
ceutical fraternities in field day activities. This is full day of
sports, eating contests, and friendly competition. Frater Lorel
Herrera took home “MVP” for winning the Key Lime Pie eat-
ing contest, against two boys might I add! We also recently
held our end of the year banquet which we were pleased to
welcome frater Bruce Strell for the evening. Fraters had an
Italian style dinner, competed in friendly games and our new
officers were inducted. Over the years, it has been incredible
to see the life-long bonds form between bigs, littles, and
brothers and see the encouragement this fraternity gives one
another. I would like to thank the 2016-2017 Psi Chapter E-
board for all of their hard work and dedication and without
them this year would not have been possible. Fraters Luis
Barral, Samantha Bezzina, Tiffany Bradberry, Mark Byrne,
Lauren Hoff, Gabrielle Palevoda, Anais Tirado, and Yasmin
Zamora have been outstanding. With the new year, comes
new leadership; Anais Tirado and her newly elected board
will come into office and start off, what I am sure will be
another successful year. It is a bittersweet end for the gradu-
ating upperclassman and those of us going on to our fourth-
year rotations, but we will take comfort in knowing that the
peace, friendship, and brotherly love we have experienced in
Psi Chapter will always be a part of our lives forever.. 

Fraternally,

Megan Lane
Psi Directorum

Kappa Alumni

Another busy year for Kappa Alumni! As always, we focused
on continuing education for our fraters. The chapters ensure
all members have the ability to complete their CE require-
ments through the fraternity by offering monthly breakfasts.
We cover all state-required CE topics, such as medication
errors, as well as timely subjects. Exciting topics this year
included medical marijuana and cardiovascular updates. The
tireless efforts by Frater Honkofsky ensure all members have
the chance to complete their CE requirements entirely
through our breakfast programs!
We continue to push for graduates to remain active in the
chapter. All former undergraduates are welcome to join us
for any event, no matter how long it has been. We never for-
get our brothers, and understand life after graduation can be
hectic. Please reach out to members if you are interested in
becoming active alumni.
Most importantly, I would like to thank my executive board
for their support and guidance as my first year as Directorum
comes to a close. Per Frater Bloom my (minimum) five-year
term has just begun.

PF&BL, 

Michelle Cohen
Kappa Alumni Directorum

Kappa fraters attend breakfast C.E. program.
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Sigma Chapter

Sigma may have faced a number of challenges throughout
the fall semester, but we did not allow that to hold us back.
Our fraters remained diligent and kept positive attitudes dur-
ing tough times this year, which really allowed us to succeed
during the past few months. Everyone’s hard work payed off! 
Sigma is proud to have welcomed a total of nine new fraters
between the fall and spring semesters. We would like to
thank Dominik Bosko and Tristen Fortenbury for stepping in
and taking on the difficult role of Pledge Master. These new
fraters are eager to ensure the success of the chapter, and we
do not doubt they will accomplish great things. 
A strong emphasis was placed on professionalism and com-
munity service this spring. In February, Sigma hosted a health
screening at Imagination Station, which is an interactive sci-
ence museum for children located in downtown Toledo.
Fraters explained the importance of living a healthy lifestyle,
and even taught children how to compound their own hand
sanitizer. Fraters also conducted blood glucose and blood
pressure screenings on parents during this event. 
Our spring pledge class coordinated a fundraiser for “Fleece
and Thank You” in April. “Fleece and Thank You” is a charity
that provides tie blankets to children in the hospital. The
money raised allowed us to purchase fleece, which was then
transformed into a colorful blanket. We raised enough to
make 35 blankets. We hope to continue this event in the
future, as it was incredibly successful and a lot of fun to do. 
Every year Sigma holds an event for The University of Toledo
College of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences called
Faculty Auction. Professors in the College of Pharmacy
donate gift cards and other prizes which are raffled. $5,608
was raised at this year’s Faculty Auction and allowed students
in the college to partake in medical mission trips. 
As always, Sigma would like to thank everyone that visited
Bowl-a-thon. Our chapter had a great time hosting and
appreciate those of you who traveled to come see us! We
hope you had as much fun visiting as we did hosting.
Looking forward to putting this event on again next March. 
It has been an absolute pleasure serving as the Sigma
Directorum, and I am so excited to see all that is accom-
plished by this chapter in the future. Sigma hopes to see
everyone in Providence this summer for some more PF&BL! 

Fraternally Submitted,

Christina Leach
Sigma Chapter Directorum

Rho Chapter

Rho Chapter has had another successful year. We inducted 11
new members on October 8th; seven of which were elected
to executive positions at our officer dinner on April 22nd.
This year was, without a doubt, a pivotal year for the Rho
chapter. We have grown in size tremendously over the past
four years and are beginning to reconnect with past alumni
from the Rho chapter. Fundraising is notoriously difficult at
our college; but we tried new fundraising ideas which yield-
ed record breaking fundraisers for our chapter. Rho chapter
was also able to donate a record amount to the Lustgarten
foundation for pancreatic cancer. We also held the 2nd annu-
al St. Louis Nick K 5K in memory of Nick Kapusniak and we
are looking forward to the 3rd annual walk/run this fall. In
addition to staying busy on campus, the Rho chapter kept
busy visiting other chapters. The Rho brothers visited Sigma,
Epsilon, Nu, Pi Rho, Rho Iota, Tau, and Delta Tau this year con-
tinuing the tradition of road tripping. I am very pleased with
the progress of our chapter over the past year and cannot
wait to see the progress under the capable leadership of
Austin Wagner. 

PF&BL,

Luke Neumann
Rho Directorum
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ance of Alexis Ward and Supreme Associate Undergraduate
Representative and Delta Tau Frater of the Year winner Nicole
Silengo. With our largest pledge class now fraters, we hope
to continue taking steps forward as a chapter. After sending
16 fraters to Montreal and Fort Lauderdale, we anticipate our
highest convention attendance this July at Providence (a
short drive down the Massachusetts Pike). I congratulate
incoming Delta Tau Directorum Sean Wiggin on the honor,
and look forward to seeing all of the amazing things that he
and his executive board can do next year. I encourage every-
one to stay updated on our future chapter events through our
Instagram and newly unveiled chapter website. We look for-
ward to seeing you in Providence!

Matt Amaral
Delta Tau Directorum

Delta Tau Chapter

It has been another successful year for Delta Tau fraters, in
which we were able to build upon our successes from last
year. I would like to thank all of the chapters and members of
Supreme that were able to visit our chapter for our formal
and various events throughout the year. I would like to thank
Nu, Tau, Epsilon, Sigma and Lambda Nu for their hospitality
and PFBL during their respective interchapter events. 
Through our fundraising efforts, we were able to fundraise
the most in our chapter history. Our Yankee Candle fundrais-
er continues to bring in the most profit, with our chapter
making slightly over $1000. Our second year of ButterBraids
sales were also able to make $420. For any chapters who are
not already conducting these two fundraisers, I highly recom-
mend them. In regards to fundraising for the national philan-
thropy (The Lustgarten Foundation), we were able to hold
several different events. One event in particular, Give Cancer
the Boot, allowed fraters to collaborate with the Western
New England University Athletics Department to raise
awareness for pancreatic cancer and collect donations (in a
purple colored boot) during the conference playoffs for our
basketball teams. Our interchapter event, Bring the Gold to
Lustgarten, allowed fraters from different chapters to com-
pete in various team-related events while seeing who was
able to raise the most money. Through our success in philan-
thropy, we have created a new chair position in order to
focus on yearly fundraising efforts for the national project. 
In regards to professionalism and service, there were many
different events. Our yearly flu shot clinic through Dr.
Parsons’ site allowed fraters to immunize over 200 individ-
uals and counsel them on their vaccinations. Our second
event brought back current PY-4 fraters and allowed them
to speak to our chapter in regards to their year of rotations
and planning for your pharmacy careers beyond gradua-
tion. This informative session allowed many questions to be
answered. Our professional chair also created documents in
which current fraters had listed their prior rotation sites,
which allowed our new fraters to use this to ask any perti-
nent questions before they had started their first introduc-
tory rotation. Service events included the College of
Pharmacy Day of Service, the creation of birthday gift bags
for homeless children in need, and our annual volunteering
at Rebuild Springfield. Fraters were also able to educate
individuals on pancreatic cancer at the College of Pharmacy
Health Fair, and at various sponsored walks in the area. 
We inducted 28 new fraters into our chapter this year, large-
ly in part of the hard-working efforts of Pledgemaster and
Simon I. Sleiss winner Ali Ciani. We held our largest formal
with over 150 fraters and guests attending, led by the guid-

Rho Iota chapter is happy to announce stellar growth upon
completion of our first year as a chapter. In the fall of 2016 the
chapter initiated its first pledge class of 19 members nearly
doubling the size of the chapter to 37 strong! Following initi-
ation of the pledge class, it became largely apparent to Rho
Iota as a chapter which systems/procedures/actions positive-
ly impacted the pledging process and which did not. Newly
initiated members were consulted for proper feedback and
the chapter continued reaching out to distant chapters for
pearls of wisdom. With fraters represented at numerous inter-
chapter events including ones hosted by Epsilon, Delta Tau,
Tau, as well as Rho, years of experience were imparted on Rho
Iota as we strive for a quintessential pledging process. 
For this spring semester alone, Rho Iota opted for a spring
rush class consisting of hand selected peers and was eager to
implement newly devised strategies. For one, our
Directorum established committees relaying centralized
responsibility to specific fraters in an effort to increase pro-
ductivity and organization with immeasurable success.
Pledge committee held weekly meetings to streamline the
pledging process and the positive impact of committees
became apparent with the painless initiation of four new
fraters in the April of 2017. 
The constructive role of committees became further empha-
sized upon completion of our first large-scale fundraiser
bringing in nearly $1000 for the chapter! With the upcoming
fall semester approaching, Rho Iota is eager to face new chal-
lenges and further expand our knowledge as we grow into a
large-scale chapter with a bright future ahead of us. 

Peace Friendship and Brotherly Love,

Anton Orlov
Rho Iota 

Rho Iota Chapter
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Epsilon Chapter

Epsilon Chapter at Regional Convention in Pompano Beach

For Epsilon, this year was nothing short of historic. Before I
delve into the incredible milestones that we have reached, I
would like to congratulate my pledge brothers, Sumanth
Inaganti and Eric Sadlier, on initiating two classes of new
members whose dedication and love for AZO is already
readily apparent. I am certain that they will build upon the
hard work of our chairs and E-Board in the coming years.
All of our chairs have worked diligently throughout the year
to continue our traditional events and reaffirm AZO’s place
as a premier organization within the pharmacy school and
greater Rutgers community. Throughout the year, our
Professional chairs, Elizabeth Booth and Nehar Damle,
helped to plan our professional rush events and collaborat-
ed with ACCP on a CV critique and mock interview to help
pharmacy students prepare for Midyear and obtain intern-
ships. However, their most notable achievement was our
annual Speed Networking event, which featured over 150
students, pharmacists, and faculty, engaging in seven
minute conversations about their professional interests and
career paths. Meanwhile, our Patient Outreach chairs,
Shailee Gusani and Julia Spiridigliozzi, took a more personal
approach to our professional education. They continued our
Patient Awareness Series by inviting a P1 student with
Tourette’s Syndrome to speak about how the disease affect-
ed her family and childhood but also how she found solace
and confidence through music. Then in collaboration with
SNPhA, we held a multi-faceted organ donation awareness
event that included anecdotes and perspectives from a
medical transplant team, kidney donor, and recipient. These
events and our frater’s presence on E-Boards throughout the
pharmacy school truly demonstrate Epsilon’s leadership and
commitment to the profession.
Another cornerstone of our chapter is our continued philan-
thropic efforts. In the fall, we kept ourselves busy with sev-
eral walks, holiday events hosted by the Embrace Kids
Foundation, and countless fundraisers. During one particu-
larly busy weekend in September, we had fraters attend a
Lustgarten Walk on Saturday morning, participate in a
“Dine and Donate” at Boniello’s restaurant, and then
donate at a blood drive to support Frater Parth Vaidya’s
grandfather. The following day, Frater Vyas Maddukuri
attended the Walk for Vision for Frater Alka Bhatt while oth-
ers attended the Heel to Heal Walk with our RU4Kid, Kiana

Theta Gamma Chapter

This fraternal year our chapter has worked hard to contin-
ue to grow and remain close as brothers. This could not
have been done without the help of this year’s amazing
executive board. We began the year with the first AZO
games where members of each family competed against
each other and we had a picnic. We spent the majority of
the semester pledging and getting to know our new broth-
ers. Some events we held were a progressive dinner, a tal-
ent show, water balloon toss, and painting our school’s
spirit rock. We inducted 10 new fraters this year, many of
whom are already very involved and have applied to be on
next year’s executive board! We had fraters go to Toledo
for Sigma’s initiation ceremony, then Sigma came to our
initiation. We continued in our yearly philanthropy projects
including collecting unused medications and working at
the local food pantry. We participated in the University of
Findlay’s Dance Marathon where we were the second
place fundraising team and our university raised $33,397
for Mercy Children’s Hospital in Toledo. We have contin-
ued to collect spare change at our meetings to go towards
AZO’s national charity. We ended our semester with our
annual Hallochrismagivings event, in which we celebrate
Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas together. We
dress in Halloween costumes, eat a thanksgiving feast, and
do a white elephant gift exchange. We enjoyed a short but
relaxing winter break, then returned for another semester
full of brotherly love. During the spring we went skiing, ice
skating, and continued working for our philanthropic proj-
ects. We worked with the other pharmacy fraternities on
our campus and held a big potluck with members of every
fraternity. We will be attending Sigma’s annual Bowl-A-
Thon in Toledo and look forward to meeting fraters from
other chapters. We are planning a wine and canvas night
and a trip to Dave and Busters. We also are planning our
annual Dead Man’s Dinner and an award ceremony where
each undergraduate will be given a unique award. As my
short time as Directorum comes to an end, I am reminded
of how blessed I have been with my new found family
within Theta Gamma Chapter and AZO as a whole. 

Fraternally,

Cassandra Orahood
Theta Gamma Directorum

For late breaking AZO alumni and chapter news... 

www.AZO.org
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Wares. Still, even the success of those events pales in com-
parison to this year’s Rutgers University Dance Marathon.
Thanks in large part to our Fundraising and Philanthropy
Chairs, Karli Boniello, Tom Jiang, Lilly Park, and Cassidy
Treanor, Epsilon had 52 dancers and volunteers in RUDM,
joining 1,700 total dancers in raising over a million dollars
to support kids with cancer and other blood disorders. With
all of the support from our generous alumni and family, we
were able to raise an astounding $37,443 to reclaim our
rightful title of top professional fundraising fraternity (and
7th highest fundraising group overall). As impressive as
these numbers are, it is the intangible, beautiful relationship
that our fraters have with our RU4Kids, Kiana and Axel, and
their loving families that we value the most. Their hardships
inspire and motivate us to provide all that we can for them,
and we look forward to doing so for years to come.
Moreover, as many of you know, we pride ourselves on
being able to work hard and play harder. Led by our Social
Chairs, Gian King and Phil Gallo, we hosted our first Date
Night and reached out to others in the Greek community
with a record number of mixers. They also worked closely
with alumni and our Fraternal Outreach Chair, LJ Lu, to wel-
come dozens of fraters to our annual Homecoming and
Formal, and while the Rutgers football team continued to
disappoint, the PF&BL did not. During our formal weekend,
we welcomed over 40 fraters from other chapters to join
our team during the Parkinson’s Unity Walk for our pharma-
cology professor, Dr. Gerecke, and capped off the weekend
with a sold out formal of 160 attendees. 
Additionally, our Risk Management Chairs, Nick Spotts and
Vyas Maddukuri, have been of vital importance in ensuring
that all of our events are not marred by carelessness and
that everyone is held accountable for their actions. Both
Catherine Vu (Scholarship Chair) and Vi Nguyen (Historian)
have been two of the greatest to ever hold their respective
positions. Aside from holding a Rotation and Midyear
Roundtable, Catherine has coordinated multiple recitation
sessions, created practice quizzes, and spoken to profes-
sors on behalf of our fraters. All of her hard work showed as
we had the highest overall GPA among the three Greek
pharmacy organizations and had 36% of the chapter get
Dean’s List in the fall semester. Vi’s tremendous dedication
to documenting and publicizing our activities is evidenced
by the high level of activity on our social media sites
(Instagram@azoepsilon; Facebook AZO Rutgers) and the
creation of a beautiful set of new wooden letters. She also
worked closely with our Webmaster, Tiffany Cheng, to start
a new “Frater Spotlight” initiative on our newly updated
website: www.azoepsilon.com 

I am so grateful to have seen our Epsilon Chapter do great
things! From exhilarating social gatherings like our closing
formal, homecoming, and Family Day, to our two CE events,
amongst other professional affairs, this year has been a pros-
perous one. Thank you to the fraters from other chapters who
visited our corner of the northeast. Thank you for hosting our
own Epsilon brothers for your events. I have yet to hear of a
bad experience from returning fraters. Philanthropically,
Epsilon continued its support of various organizations such as
the Lustgarten Foundation, Parkinson’s Unity Walk, and
Embrace Kids. The impact we have can truly be astounding! 
Congratulations to our own Supreme Directorum Harjeet
Caberwal and his officers on an exultant year!

PF&BL,

Christopher Yanoschak
Epsilon Alumni Directorum

Epsilon Alumni

Lastly, I would like to thank my E-Board (Sowmya Mullapudi,
Zahava Friedman, Camille Rabe, Catherine Johnson, JonJulian
Minervini). Until this year, I never would have believed that
our chapter could advance so far in nearly every endeavor,
and it is truly a testament to their leadership. Everything from
pledging to philanthropy set a new standard for our chapter,
and I look forward to seeing how we will continue to grow
and develop in the years to come. Best of luck to Camille and
next year’s E-Board!

Fraternally,

Alison Lieu
Undergraduate Epsilon Directorum
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Just a small piece of AZO history.
Frater Jay Pollock appointed me Azoan Editor in 1978.
During the year, Hubert Humphrey, the 38th Vice President
of the U.S. passed away. AZO honored (then) Senator
Humphrey with our Achievement Medal in 1955.
As editor, I decided to dedicate the Azoan to the late Vice
President. Since I knew that Vice President Walter Mondale
was a protégé of Humphrey, I thought a quote from
Mondale would be nice to add to the Azoan.
So, I called the White House collect and was informed by the
operator that The White House does not accept collect calls
(you younger Fraters can just Google ‘collect phone calls’).
My comment was “I’m paying your bills with my tax
money”, she said to call back.
I called and explained what I wanted. I was told one moment
please. Next, operator picked up and asked what I wanted. I
explained again. Another operator, in question. This went on
for several more operators.
Twenty minutes later a nice lady picked up the phone and
said “Mr. Mondale’s office.” I knew I was in the right place.
We spoke for about 15 minutes. I explained what AZO was,
The Achievement Award and that I felt that it would be good

to have a quote in The Azoan from Vice President Mondale.
She asked me to hold on a minute. (This was already over 30
minutes of phone time on AZO’s money.)
The next thing I hear is “Hi, this is Walter Mondale, what
would you like me to say?” Needless to say, I was stunned.
I was talking to the Vice President of the United States!
The next words out of my mouth were “you’re the Vice
President, I’m sure you will think of something!” I immediate-
ly said “oh s**t”.
He laughed and said it was okay and we spent about 15-20
minutes talking. He sent me a beautiful letter, which I copied
into The Azoan and the original is still on my wall (Jay was
mad, he wanted the original).
Fast-forward a year. I was Excheque and the convention was
in Nashville. It just happens that Vice President Mondale was
staying at the same hotel and speaking at another large event.
I was standing on the steps of The Opryland Hotel as the Vice
President was arriving. He went up the steps on the other
side, then like a true politician, he turned and came over to
our side and was shaking hands. I had a copy of the Azoan
and handed it to him to sign. He asked where I got it, and I
said I was the editor.
He then said, “Oh, your the guy that said s**t, I was the Vice
President and I would think of something”. We both laughed
and talked for a few minutes.

Fraternally submitted, 
Mike Seidenman, P.S.D.

Eta

Eta is still here, and relatively active. We just finished our year
with a brunch attended by 22 fraters and auxiliary members.
Several Fraters are on the mend and doing well. We have a
monthly lunch meeting as well as brunch with our auxiliary.
Reviving Eta’s charter at the University of Cincinnati College
of Pharmacy is not going as smooth and fast as we hoped.
University of Cincinnati is undergoing a complete renovation
and rebuilding of Kowalewski Hall, named after Dean Joseph
Kowalewski, a past AZO Achievement Award recipient. The
dedication and ribbon cutting will be in September, freeing
up faculty time. Supreme Directorum Caberwal has been in
touch with the Dean of Students and we are looking at a
September meeting with students at University of Cincinnati.
Lois and I are looking forward to seeing everyone at the
National Convention in Providence.

Fraternally Submitted,

Mike Seidenman, P.S.D.
Eta Chapter Directorum
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Montréal National Convention Report
This year’s National Convention took us out of the U.S.
into Canada to the beautiful city of Montréal. The Delta
Marriott welcomed us with its lovely French hospitality.
After registration on Wednesday, we boarded buses to
enjoy a delicious dinner at the Vieux-Port Steakhouse in
Old Montréal. As usual, we all ate, drank and had a
wonderful time. The hospitality room was opened on
our return where we had an opportunity to “catch up”
with each other. Thursday after a very hearty buffet
breakfast we had our fraternity and auxiliary meetings
then lunch and continuing education program. The
evening was our welcome reception and dinner honor-
ing our Meritorious Recipient Brian Pinto. Friday, for
those who joined in, took us on a bus tour of Montréal
and then we disembarked back in Old Montréal where
we were able to walk the cobblestone lined streets to
shop, enjoy a lunch, and enjoy the beautiful historic
sites. In the evening everyone went their separate ways
to experience the renowned restaurants of the city.
Saturday after the fraternity meeting many of us contin-
ued on our own to discover more of this beautiful city.
The evening festivities, of course, were the Installation
of Officers Dinner and Dance where Harjeet Caberwal
was installed as our new Supreme Directorum. After
dinner and installations, the music and dancing, in true
AZO spirit, kept everyone jumping! Our Sunday
farewells had everyone already anticipating the next
convention in January.

Fraternally, 

Gloria Flacks, P.N.P.
Lou Flacks, P.S.D.
Convention Co-Chairpersons

Supreme officers (left to right): Nicole Saracino, Associate Signare, Tiffany Janajreh, Signare, Jonathan McLachlan, Excheque, Nicole Hodgdon, Bellarum,
Lauren Judson, 1st Sub-Directorum, Harjeet Caberwal, Supreme Directorum, Katelyn Parsons, 2nd Sub-Directorum, Nicole Cammarota, Undergraduate
Representative, Sumanth Inaganti and Nicole Silengo Undergraduate Associate Representatives at the National Convention in Montréal. 

The gavel has been passed at the National Convention from Izzat
Janajreh, P.S.D. to Harjeet Caberwal, Supreme Directorum in Montréal.

Harjeet Caberwal taking the oath of Supreme Directorum from Justices
Vince Paul, P.S.D. and Lenny Ortega, P.S.D.
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Left to right: Bruce Strell, Lou Flacks, Izzy Janajreh, Supreme Directorum, Stephen Imperato, 
Brian Pinto, the Meritorious Award Recipient, Lenny Ortega, Vince Paul and Michael Seidenman

L to R (standing): Lou Flacks, Bruce Strell, Vince Paul, Michael Seidenman, (seated):
Stephen Imperato, Harjett Caberwal, Izzy Janajreh, Supreme Directorum and Lenny Ortega

The three (P.S.D.) amigos... Stephen Imperato, Brian Pinto
and Lenny Ortega with the coveted Meritorious Award.

PSD’s pay tribute to Brian Pinto, Meritorious Award Recipient.

Omer Muner, Sumanth Inaganti, Sam Keeven, Nicole Cammarota, Nicole Hodgdon, Mel Lessing, Jonathan McLachlan, Adam Schweitzer, 
Nicole Saracino, Mike Seidenman, Lou Flacks, Katelyn Parsons, Lauren Judson and Bruce Strell enter the Opus ballroom.

The dais table at the 
National Convention.
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Supreme Directorum Izzy Janajreh, fraters and friends gather to celebrate 
Meterious Award recipient Brian Pinto, P.S.D.

Leann and Brian Pinto, P.S.D. Meterious Award Recipient

Mike Seidenman, P.S.D. presents Izzy Janajreh with the
Supreme Directorum Recognition Award for Service to AZO.

Sam Keeven, Stephen Imperato, P.S.D. and Vince Paul, P.S.D.

Lots of laughter and celebration in Montréal.

AZO’s 
“Dancing with the Stars” 

Marcus Lawson
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Unbelievable! There is nothing like having almost the
entire hotel to ourselves! That’s how it seemed as over
200 fraters, auxiliary members, family and guests
“took over” the Marriott Pompano Beach Resort in
January. After our registration on Thursday we all
“squeezed” into the ballroom for a delicious welcome
dinner sitting at tables where we were “mixed up” to
get to know other people. Afterwards we enjoyed a
hilarious evening of trivia games thanks to our own
frater Tiffany Janajreh. Once again our hospitality room
opened so everyone could sit and schmooze till the
wee hours. Although so many found their way to the
pool bar for their schmoozing! Friday after breakfast,
the weather being so incredibly beautiful, most every-
one was at the pool or the beach. They temporarily left
the beach chairs to enjoy a fantastic barbecue lunch
the hotel arranged for us on their Ocean Terrace. The
afternoon plan was to visit the Festival Flea Market but
evidently nothing was taking most people away from
the beautiful outdoors so only a handful went but had
a great time. Saturday after breakfast, fraternity and
auxiliary meetings, we enjoyed lunch and a continu-
ing education program given by Frater Katelyn
Parsons. The evening event was the Undergraduate
Award Dinner and Dance to honor Frater Todd
Thompson. He acknowledged many of his frater
friends who helped him get where he is today!  The
music and dancing once again topped off a great
evening. The July convention will be held in
Providence Rhode Island. Hopefully Lauren Judson’s
baby will “pop out” in time so she can enjoy it too!

Fraternally,

Gloria Flacks, P.N.P.
Lou Flacks, P.S.D.
Convention Co-Chairpersons

Pompano Beach Regional Convention Report

Supreme Directorum Harjeet Caberwal with Todd N. Thompson, 
2017 Jay L. Pollock Undergraduate Achievement Award recipient.

Fraters congratulating Todd N. Thompson, Delta Tau, recipient of the 2017 Jay L. Pollock Undergraduate Achievement Award.

Lois Seidenman, P.N.P. congratulating the 2017 Jay L. Pollock
Undergraduate Achievement Award recipient Todd N. Thompson
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Supreme Directorum Harjeet Caberwal and the P.S.D.s

Left to right (standing): Izzy Janajreh, Steve Brooks, Shari Fine, Vince Paul, Brian Pinto, Mike Seidenman, Bruce Strell, John Anciano, Stephen
Imperato, Lou Flacks, Mort Smith, John Chin, (seated) Paul R. Holly, Harjeet Caberwal, Supreme Directorum, Ernie Jacobson, and Myron Krop

Izzy Janajreh, P.S.D. Myron Krop, P.S.D. 
and Supreme Directorum Harjeet Caberwal

Epsilon Chapter

Sigma Chapter
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Pompano Beach
Volleyball

Pompano Beach
Volleyball
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Jay L. Pollock
Supreme Undergraduate 2017 Recipient

An annual award presented to an Undergraduate Frater in recognition of his/her achievements
in scholarship, leadership, extracurricular activities and service to the fraternity.

Frater Todd N. Thompson, Delta Tau
RECIPIENT OF THE 2017 JAY L. POLLOCK UNDERGRADUATE AWARD

APhA and pledged Alpha Zeta Omega in the
spring of 2014 as a part of Delta Tau’s first pledge
class. Since joining AZO, he has held positions as
both Sub-Directorum and Directorum. Todd has
played a very large role in helping Delta Tau
grow; creating many successful events, collabo-
rating with other chapters, and putting his chap-
ter in a positive light both at the local and
supreme level. In 2015 he received both the
Simon Sless award, presented by supreme, and
the frater of the year award, presented by his
chapter.
Todd began his pharmacy career working for the
independent pharmacy, Community Pharmacy in
Cornish, Maine. He has since moved on to work
as a pharmacy intern at Hannaford pharmacy in
South Portland, Maine. Following a year of APPE
rotations, he plans to graduate from Western
New England College of Pharmacy with a
PharmD in May of 2017. Todd thoroughly enjoys
interacting with his patients in the community
setting and hopes to continue to work for
Hannaford after graduation. 

Todd Thompson was born October 17, 1992 in
Portland, Maine to Todd and Judy Thompson. He
is passionate about the outdoors, and you can
most often find him playing disc golf, on the ten-
nis court, or hiking a new mountain somewhere
in New England.
Todd grew up in Buxton, Maine and attended
Bonny Eagle High School where he graduated. In
high school Todd was the captain of his tennis
team and also ran indoor track. He was very
involved in his school’s Key Club (community
service organization), student council, and
served on the executive board of the internation-
al club. He enjoyed attending multiple model
U.N. conferences, Boys’ State, and was proud to
receive the senior math award and community
service award at Bonny Eagle.
Eager to see life outside of Maine, Todd went to
Springfield, Massachusetts to attend Western
New England University as a pre-pharmacy
major. As an undergraduate, he was a part of the
outing club and the class of 2015 council, where
he served as treasurer. He then entered the phar-
macy program where he was involved with
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James H. Ellis, Rho  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1954
Howard Ansel, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1955
Leonard Rosenfield, Gamma  . . . . . . . . .1956
*Elliot Bohrer, Nu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1957
Harry Bass, Kappa  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1958
Larry H. Pozanek, Kappa  . . . . . . . . . . . .1959
Gerald Essig, Xi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1960
*William Katz, Nu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1961
Donald A. Schumer, Pi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1962
Bruce M. Morse, Gamma . . . . . . . . . . . .1963
Larry Michaels, Zeta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1964
David Stoller, Mu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1965
Alan Schneider, Rho  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1965
Myron Weiner, Kappa  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1966
Lloyd Fox, Iota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1967
Daniel J. Feuer, Rho  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1969
Richard H. Siegal, Mu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1970
Bruce E. Strell, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1971
Howard L. Rubenstein, Epsilon  . . . . . . .1972
Gregory Rhoa, Gamma  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1973
C. David Stahl, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1975
Gary Ceretta, Rho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1976
Mark Shapiro, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1976
Steve Jacober, Rho  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1977
Cecily Victor, Nu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1977
Dennis S. Darling, Nu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1978
Robert B. Reidinger, Theta Alpha  . . . . . .1979
Richard B. Greene, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1980
Shari D. Fine, Nu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1981
Vincent Paul, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1981
Glenn Myer, Mu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1982
Alan E. Bleznick, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1983
Kenneth P. Horowitz, Epsilon . . . . . . . . .1984
Leslie M. Liebowitz, Phi  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985
Wayne L. Cohen, Theta Beta  . . . . . . . . .1986
Steven J. Kravet, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . .1987

Gary Sophia, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988
Rebecca Allyson Stewart, Theta Beta  . . .1989
Scott Myers, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1990
Michael J. Lumia, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . .1990
Peter VanZile, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Jenny Seeram, Iota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Steven J. Kataryniak, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . .1992
Anne Badas, Nu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1992
LeVan Gray, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Jane A. Wissuchek, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . .1994
Christian Zimmer, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . .1994
Lori Marie Schuck, Sigma . . . . . . . . . . . .1996
Nicole M. Parisi, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . .1998
Gregory Malat, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1999
Leonardo Ortega, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . .2001
Robert J. Amend, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . .2002
Audrey L. Peters, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Brian Fong, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Stephen Imperato, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . .2004
Maricel DeJesus, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . .2005
Taylor Hackett, Epsilon . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006
Andrea Pallotta, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007
Matthew Gimbar, Epsilon . . . . . . . . . . . .2007
Jessica Nicole Hill, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . .2008
Jared Stroud, Sigma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009
Sharon Chan, Tau  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2010
Tan Carlin, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2011
Taryn Nicole Merchant, Kappa  . . . . . . .2012
Katelyn Parsons, Nu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2012
Brooke Ashley Ruhland, Tau  . . . . . . . . .2013
Janee Whitner, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2014
Andrianna Guo, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2014
Donald J. Langan, Jr., Epsilon  . . . . . . . . .2015
Emily Catherine Erpenbeck, Lambda Nu  . .2016
Todd N. Thompson, Delta Tau . . . . . . . . . .2017
*Deceased

AZO Undergraduate Award Recipients
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It was 75 years ago (fraternal year 1941-1942) that four
Fraters who would become Supreme Directorums were
inducted into AZO. They were Sidney Shocket, Pi
1955-56; Burton Plotinsky (later changed to Platt),
Omicron 1973-74; David Weiss, Omicron 1975-76;
and Samuel Breslofsky (later changed to Breslow),
Epsilon 1968-69.

‘Fun Facts’ about our host City:
Providence

1. The Waterfire project is an award winning art 
installation on the Woonasquatucket River that 
creates more than one hundred separate bonfires 
along the waterways attracting more than 40,000 
spectators per year. 

2. Providence became the first U.S. city to establish 
trade relations with foreign cities, and therefore 
was basically untouched during the American 
Revolution.

3. Providence is the birthplace of George M. Cohan 
(1878), the musician who wrote “It’s a Grand Old 
Flag” and “I’m a Yankee Doodle Dandy.”

4. Providence residents were the first to take military 
action to start the American Revolution against 
England by grounding, burning, and sinking one 
of her ships, The Gaspee, in the Narragansett Bay.

5. Providence has the most coffee and donut shops 
per capita of any city in the country, with over 25 
donut shops per 100,000 people. 

6. Brown University’s John Hay Library contains three
books bound in human skin, including, “On the 
Structure of the Human Body.”

7. The first diner is credited to Providence resident 
Walter Scott, who sold sandwiches, pies, and 
coffee outside the “Providence Journal” offices 
in 1872.

8. 75% of Rhode Island’s residents live within 
15 miles of Providence.

9. At the turn of the 20th century, Providence had 
the largest tool factory, file factory, engine factory, 
screw factory, and silverware factory in the world. 
It still remains as the largest manufacturer of 
silverware in the world. 

10. The Rhode Island State House in Providence boasts
the 4th-largest self-supporting marble dome in the
world. Only the Minnesota State Capitol, the Taj 
Mahal, and St. Peter’s Basilica are larger. 

Alpha Zeta Omega ‘Fun Facts’
‘Fun Facts’ on our 
Convention Days… 

July 19th

1848 The first U.S. women’s rights convention was 
held in Seneca Falls, New York.

1866 Tennessee becomes the first Southern State 
to ratify the 14th Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution, guaranteeing civil rights.

July 20th

1921 Congresswoman Alice Mary Robertson 
becomes the first woman to preside over the 
U.S. House of Representatives.

1976 The U.S. Viking 1 lands on Mars as the first 
Martian landing.  

July 21st

1904 The 4,607-mile Trans-Siberian railway is 
completed after 13 years. 

1969 Neil Armstrong lands on the moon for the first 
time while 530 million people watch the live 
global broadcast.

July 22nd

1933 The first solo flight around the world is 
completed by Wiley Post after 7 days and 
19 hours.  

1994 O.J. Simpson pleads “Absolutely 100% 
Not Guilty” of murder.

July 19th is “Stick Out Your Tongue Day!”

On Wednesday, I encourage everyone to get a picture
with your tongue out. And be sure to send them to the
next AZOan Editor and Supreme Associate Signare for
future publications. 
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*Milford J. Harris, Theta . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1950
*David M. Leff, Gamma  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1950
*David L. Dyen, Alpha  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1951
*Isadore M. Ostrum, Gamma  . . . . . . . . .1951
*Maher Passamaneck, Lambda  . . . . . . . .1951
*Roy Scott, Theta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1951
*Henry E. Agin, Theta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1952
*Elder H. Stein, Mu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1954
*Morris Abrams, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1955
*Zach C. Oppenheimer, Lambda  . . . . . . .1956
*Jerome Boonshoft, Xi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1957
*Ephraim G. Sless, Alpha  . . . . . . . . . . . .1958
*Henry G. Seidman, Kappa  . . . . . . . . . . .1959
*Morris Shuman, Alpha . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1960
*Max J. Hersh, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1962
*Hyman Goodman, Lambda  . . . . . . . . . .1963
*Oscar I. Roth, Mu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1964
*William A. Goodman, Iota  . . . . . . . . . . .1965
*Sidney Hillman, Eta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1966
*Harold M. Goldfeder, Pi . . . . . . . . . . . . .1967
*Robert Kirschner, Zeta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1968
*Robert L. Byck, Iota  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1969
*Norman Weintraub, Theta  . . . . . . . . . . .1970
*Frank T. Smith, Gamma  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1971
*David P. Rosenfeld, Mu  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1972
*Max Millman, Omicron  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1973
*Paul Reznek, Pi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1974
*Samuel Breslow, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . .1975
*Coleman Levin, Gamma  . . . . . . . . . . . .1976
*Gerald Cornblatt, Xi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1977
*A. Milton Cohen, Theta  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1978
*Lewis Fogel, Mu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1979

Myron M. Krop, Epsilon . . . . . . . . . . . . .1980
*Irving Goldberg, Pi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1981
*Jacob Chitlik, Lambda  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1982
*Manuel Katzman, Omicron  . . . . . . . . . .1983
*William S. Katz, Nu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984
*Aaron Masia, Xi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985
*Herbert S. Garde, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986
Lloyd A. Fox, Iota  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1987
Gary N. Helper, Phi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988
*Morris A. Morton, Omicron . . . . . . . . . .1989
*Jay L. Pollock, Gamma . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1990
Maurice Williams, Rho  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
*Irving Barron, Theta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1992
*Herbert Wasserman, Zeta  . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Michael H. Seidenman, Eta  . . . . . . . . . .1994
*Louis M. Kaplan, Beta Alpha  . . . . . . . . .1995
Bruce Elliot Strell, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . .1996
Alan Abrams, Theta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1997
*Edmund A. Keisman, Xi  . . . . . . . . . . . .1998
Ernest Jacobson, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1999
*Sheldon Berson, Beta Alpha  . . . . . . . . .2000
*Herman Langer, Beta Alpha  . . . . . . . . .2001
*Woodrow M. Weinstein, Zeta  . . . . . . . .2002
Morton B. Smith, Gamma  . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Louis Flacks, Xi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004
Shari D. Fine, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005
*Dr. Jeffrey M. Levy, Zeta  . . . . . . . . . . . .2006
Irwin C. Feder, Miami Alumni  . . . . . . . .2008
Paul R. Holly, Kappa  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009
Steve Brooks, Iota  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2010
Vincent J. Paul, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2011
Brian Pinto, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2016
*Deceased

Past AZO Meritorious Award Recipients
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lo aorzlE

Dear Alpha Zeta Omega Members,

It is my pleasure to welcome the 2017 Alpha Zeta Omega National Convention to
Providence, Rhode Island. I am thrilled that the Creative Capital was selected to host 
members of Alpha Zeta Omega from across the country to learn, network and share with
each other. We are delighted to have you as our guest and will do everything we can to
make your conference an enjoyable and memorable experience.

Providence is a city with a rich history, vibrant arts and cultural community and a 
world-class restaurant scene. From authentic ethnic foods to seafood fresh from
Narragansett Bay, the city offers a dazzling array of restaurants that will delight even the
most discerning palate

While you are in Providence, we hope you get a chance to visit our vibrant neighborhoods.
Federal Hill features dozens of restaurants, bakeries and Italian food shops. The East Side
is home to historic homes and cobblestone streets. Downtown Providence features stunning
river views and great shopping. The West Broadway area is a haven for up-and-coming
artists and unique restaurants.

One last thing, in Providence we are committed to making a city that works for residents,
businesses, and visitors. If you need access to city services while in our city we encourage
you to call PVD3-1-1 or download the app from your itunes or Google Play store.

We are sure that your visit to our “Creative Capital” will be a wonderful experience. 
Enjoy your stay!

Sincerely,

Jorge O. Elorza
Mayor
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Wednesday, July 19, 2017
12 Noon to 4:00 PM

Registration in Hospitality Room
6:00 PM

Board buses for Dinner in Cav Restaurant
9:30 PM

Hospitality Room
Opens After Dinner Event

All Are Welcome

Thursday, July 20, 2017
7:30 to 10:00 AM

Breakfast (at your leisure)
in Blue Fin Grille 

(Bring Breakfast Vouchers)
9:00 AM to 12 Noon

Fraternity Meeting in Sessions Room
9:30 AM to 12 Noon

Auxiliary Meeting in Hospitality Room
12 Noon - 3:00 PM

Lunch and Continuing Education Program 
in Marquis Ballroom
(Bring Food Vouchers)

6:00 - 7:00 PM 
Reception in Aqua Area (around pool)

7:00 - 11:00 PM 
Achievement Award Dinner 
Honoring Gloria Flacks, P.N.P.

in Marquis Ballroom
(Bring Drink and Dinner Vouchers)

11:00 PM
Hospitality Room Opens After Dinner

All Are Welcome

Alpha Zeta Omega Pharmaceutical Fraternity
National Convention Agenda

July 19-23, 2017
Providence Marriott Downtown
Providence, Rhode Island

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Chairpersons
Gloria & Lou Flacks, P.N.P. & P.S.D.

Co-Chairpersons
Tiffany & Izzy Janajreh, P.S.D.

Committee Members
Harjeet Caberwal
Katelyn Parsons

Brian Pinto, P.S.D.
Bruce Strell, P.S.D.

Jeanne-Marie & Paul Holly, P.N.P. & P.S.D.
Lois & Mike Seidenman, P.N.P. & P.S.D.

Providence Marriott Downtown
1 Orms Street | Providence, RI 02904

Tel: (401) 272-2400 | Toll Free: 866-807-2171
http://www.MarriottProvidence.com
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Friday, July 21, 2017
7:30 to 10:00 AM

Breakfast (at your leisure)
in Blue Fin Grille

(Bring Breakfast Vouchers)
9:15 AM

Board buses to Newport 
for those who have previously signed up

PLEASE Arrive Promptly!
All others free day on your own.

9:30 PM
Hospitality Room – All Are Welcome

Saturday, July 22, 2017
7:30 to 10:00 AM

Breakfast (at your leisure)
in Blue Fin Grille

(Bring Breakfast Vouchers)

9:00 AM – 12 Noon
Fraternity Meeting in Sessions Room 

Afternoon Free

5:30 to 6:00 PM
Memorial Service in Sessions Room

6:00 - 7:00 PM
Reception in Aqua Area (around pool)

7:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Installation of Officers 

Dinner and Dance in Grand Ballroom

Sunday, July 23, 2017
Breakfast on your own.

9:30 - 10:30 AM
Turnover Meeting in Angel Room

PLEASE REMEMBER TO BRING YOUR FOOD
AND DRINK VOUCHERS TO EACH MEAL

Hope you all had fun! Safe journey home. 

What should I wear?
Wednesday, July 19th

Cav Restaurant
Fun evening, nice casual no shorts or tees

Thursday, July 20th
Meetings, CE Luncheon and Awards 

(casual – no shorts for luncheon)
Achievement Award Dinner
Upscale dress for women
Jacket and tie for men

Friday, July 21st
Tour and Free Day

Whatever you are comfortable in.

Saturday, July 22nd
Fraternity Meeting (casual – shorts OK)

Installation Dinner and Dance
Dress – Head table formal; 

for all others suit or jacket and tie for men,
(formal optional)

Cocktail attire for women

Save the dates and don’t miss out...
Regional Convention Jan. 3-7, 2018 
Sanibel Harbor Marriott Resort & Spa 

Fort Myers, Florida
National Convention July 11-15, 2018

Charlotte, North Carolina
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Gloria Joy (Nee Levy) Flacks was born April 29th in New York City. She always believed she was given this
“joyous” name because she was born and named after her father was released as a prisoner of war. She was
the ‘only’ child to her parents, Irene and Nathan Levy, until five years old when along came her brother Jeffrey
(who she hated at the time!). In her younger years she enjoyed singing, playing the piano and beating the
‘boys’ at the handball courts across the street from where she lived. Her childhood schooling was in the Bronx
including Hunter College which she attended to pursue her lifelong dream of becoming an elementary school
teacher. While attending high school she was fortunate to be asked by her good friend to go on a blind date.
Enter Lou Flacks who was attending Fordham University to become a PHARMACIST. Wow! For him it was
love at first sight (she was only 14! but after the date he proceeded to go home to tell his grandmother that
“This was the one!”). As they dated, Lou joined AZO and of course so did she. They married in 1963 and she
taught in the NYC school system for a while. After Lou’s graduation they continued to be active in the New
York Alumni Chapter especially enjoying the get togethers in the fraternity house in New York City. She held
several offices until their first child, Michelle, was born and then they took a bit of a hiatus from AZO. Needing
additional space now, it was time to move to the country, that is Yorktown Heights, which seemed a ‘million
miles’ away from the Bronx. After a while they increased the Flacks population by two more children, a
daughter Rachel and a son David. At a certain point, rather than go back to teaching, she began to work in
sales for a local yellow page company where she stayed for almost 25 years. Along the way Lou had been
working for Jerry Boonshoft, a very active AZO frater years ago, and little by little because of him, Lou and
Gloria became more involved in Fraternity life again. Jerry had been encouraging Lou to help him with AZO
functions so before they knew it they were involved in planning New York Alumni’s Winter Weekends. Then,
one day, in the mid ‘90s Lou was asked to chair the Minneapolis National Convention, which of course they
both did. At that point, Gloria had a second job, oh, actually a third job (kids, work, AZO!). She also became
active in the National Auxiliary, holding several offices, including President. As the years have gone by,
running conventions with Lou has become part of her life. Along the way, her family has grown to seven
grandchildren and many wonderful friendships through AZO. Now not only does she derive pleasure from
her personal family, but from her wonderful AZO family as well.

The 2017 Alpha Zeta Omega Achievement Medalist
This award, a bronze plaque, shall be presented to a dignitary 
of the profession of pharmacy. It shall be granted for long, 

meritorious and dignified service to the profession.

Gloria Flacks, P.N.P.
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Alpha Zeta Omega National Auxiliary

Harry J. Anslinger
Former U.S. Commissioner of Narcotics

Dr. William S. Apple Executive Director, 
American Pharmaceutical Association

Nick Avellone President, 
National Association of Retail Druggists

Dr. Martin Barr Vice President, 
Wayne State University

Dr. Leroy D. Beltz
Dean, Ohio Northern University College of Pharmacy

Dr. Joseph Bianculli Dean, 
University of Pittsburgh School of Pharmacy

Dr. William L. Blockstein Edward Kremers Professor
of Pharmacy, University of Wisconsin

Dr. Paul Briggs Executive Director, 
American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education

Dr. Michael R. Cohen President,
The Institute for Safe Medication Practices

Dr. John L. Colaizzi Dean, 
Rutgers College of Pharmacy, New Jersey

James D. Cope Former Executive Secretary, 
Ohio State Pharmaceutical Association

Angel Carabillo D’Angelo Assistant Dean, St. John’s 
Univ. College of Pharmacy, Vice-President APhA

Sylvester H. Dretzka Former Treasurer,
American Institute of the History of Pharmacy

George H. Frates Past President, 
California Pharmaceutical Association; 
Former Washington Representative; N.A.R.D.

Dr. Ivor Griffith Past President, 
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science; 
Past President American Pharmaceutical Association

Dr. Steven M. Gross Dean, Arnold and Marie Schwartz 
College of Pharmacy and Allied Sciences

Robert A. Hardt Past President, 
Armour Pharmaceutical 

Philip A. Hart United States Senator, 
State of Michigan

Hubert H. Humphrey United States Senator, 
State of Minnesota (subsequently served as 
Vice-President of the United States)

Dr. Daniel A. Hussar Dean, Philadelphia College of 
Pharmacy and Science, Remington Prof. of Pharmacy

Louis E. Kazin Editor, N.A.R.D. Journal

William Katz President of N.A.R.D., P.S.D.

Dr. Joseph F. Kowalewski Dean, 
University of Cincinnati College of Pharmacy

Eli Lilly Honorary Chairman, 
Board of Directors, Eli Lilly and Company

John C. MacFarlane President, 
Young Drug Products Corporation

AZO Achievement Medalist Receipients
Frederick S. Mayer Pharmacists Planning Service, Inc.

Dr. Daniel A. Nona Executive Director, 
American Council on Pharmaceutical Education

Mary Rose Oaker Representative of the 
United States Congress for Cleveland, Ohio

Joseph A. Oddis Executive Vice President of American 
Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP)

Dr. Lloyd M. Parks President, 
American Pharmaceutical Association

Joy E. Pollock, Esq. Legal Advisor of Alpha Zeta Omega 
and AZO Past National President

Paul A. Pumpian Secretary, Wisconsin State Board of 
Pharmacy (subsequently served as Secretary, 
New Jersey State Board of Pharmacy)

Rho Chi Honor Society

Irving Rubin Editor, Pharmacy Times

Schering-Plough Corporation

Howard R. Schiff Executive Director at Maryland 
Pharmacists Association, University of Maryland

Willard B. Simmons Executive Secretary, 
National Association of Retail Druggists

Dr. Glenn A. Sonnedecker Former Director of the 
American Institute of the History of Pharmacy

Dr. Robert L. Swain Former Editor-in-Chief, 
Drug Topics Magazine

John T. Toohy General Manager, E.R. Squibb & Son; 
Past Vice President, Olin Mathieson

Dr. Charles M. West Executive Vice-President of N.A.R.D.

William E. WoodsWashington Representative, N.A.R.D.; 
Associate General Counsel, N.A.R.D.

John Chin, P.S.D. congratulating Joy Pollock, 
the 2014 Achievement Medal recipient.
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Izzy Janajreh, P.S.D.
congratulating Nikole Shpilfogel,

Tau Chapter

Izzy Janajreh, P.S.D.
congratulating Nicole Silengo,

Delta Tau Chapter

Izzy Janajreh, P.S.D.
congratulating Amanda Powers,

Lambda Nu Chapter

Ephraim G. Sless and Simon I. Sless 2016 Award Presentations

Izzy Janajreh, P.S.D.
congratulating Jessica Campbell,

Sigma Chapter

Izzy Janajreh, P.S.D.
congratulating Sam Keeven, 

Rho Chapter

Izzy Janajreh, P.S.D.
congratulating Heather Hiszak,

Sigma Alumni

Harold Seldon accepting 
on behalf of Steve Brooks, P.S.D. 

New York Alumni

Jackie Hesse accepting 
on behalf of Minna Lee, 

Nu Chapter

Standing L to R: Jackie Majeski, Matt Amaral, Cassie Field, Rob Halloran, Tom Spring, Todd Thompson, Chris Krupa, Ryan Bettencourt, Pegah Shakeraneh,
Bob Patrie, Alexis Ward, Matt Aguilera (seated): Rachel Augustus, Nicole Silengo, Katelyn Parsons, Ali Ciani and Nicole Bucci at the Regional Convention.

Delta Tau Chapter at Regional Convention in Pompano Beach, Florida
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2017
Ephraim G. Sless Award

Presented by the Supreme Directorum, 
the Ephraim G. Sless Award 

shall be given to those graduate Fraters who have 
performed outstanding service to the Fraternity on a 

chapter level over a period of time.

Frater John W. Chin, P.S.D.
New York Alumni

Frater Nicole Hodgdon 
Nu Chapter
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2017
Simon I. Sless Award

Presented by the Supreme Directorum, the Simon I. Sless Award shall be given to
those undergraduate Fraters who have performed outstanding service to 

the Fraternity on a chapter level over a period of time.

Frater Casey Fisher
Lambda Nu Chapter

Frater Jared Bruno 
Nu Chapter

Frater Abimbola Olagunju 
Tau Chapter

Frater Kelechi Chikeka 
Kappa Chapter

Frater Ali Ciani 
Delta Tau Chapter

Frater Daniel Dipsia
Epsilon Chapter

Frater Austin Wagner  
Rho Chapter

Frater Valerie Salgado  
Pi Rho Chapter
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Fraters inducted 25 years ago: 1991-92 Fraters inducted 25 years ago: 1991-92

Zenas Bellace Beta
John Benincasa Beta
Sashin Bhuta Beta
Donald Brindisi Beta
Scott Brown Beta
Neil Loskie Beta
Michael Ludwikowski Beta
Ryan McGroarty Beta
Ketan Patel Beta
David Prussack Beta
Kevin Reed Beta
Jeffrey Sadavage Beta
Mark Waskiewicz Beta
Karen Chen Epsilon
Ann DeCesare Epsilon
Heather Engle Epsilon
Achilles Hamilothoris Epsilon
Damien Hirsch Epsilon
Carole Lee Epsilon
Rober Lipka Epsilon
Leslee Martin Epsilon
Marc Milecofsky Epsilon
Michael Ondovik Epsilon
Michele Salerno Epsilon
Pamela Trimble Epsilon
Kevin Tuohy Epsilon
Michael Verba Epsilon
Christian Zimmer Epsilon
Elizabeth Austin Kappa
Betty Cohen Kappa
Barbara Ransel Kappa
Alvin Stark Kappa
Alex Weiss Milwaukee Alumni
Danielle Blanco Nu
Nicole Dubinet Nu
Kisa Hart Nu
Heather Hatch Nu
Karen Johnson Nu
Mellissa Johnson Nu
Sherry LaPorte Nu
Douglas MacVeigh Nu
Louis Moren Nu
Alpa Patel Nu
Amber Pluff Nu
Matthew Riggs Nu
Christopher Rubino Nu
Catherine Ulbricht Nu
Greg Voccola Nu
Joyce Carchman Nu
Christopher Colwell Nu
Chanda Dodge Nu
Wendi Gacek Nu
Adam Hait Nu
Jessy Kitischian Nu
Tracey Leary Nu
Shankar Musunuri Nu
William O’Brien Nu
Weslet Olesen Nu
Charles Page Nu
Pamela Peck Nu
Barbara Poole Nu
Beth Potok Nu
Laura Richardson Nu
Tracy Sprull Nu
Jartchawan Tanglerteaibul Nu
Anthony Adamo Nu
Steven Cutler Nu
Scott Dombkowski Nu
Walter Konior Nu
Jill Linhares Nu

Brian Walsh Nu
David Wogelius Nu
Robert Zirlis, Jr. Nu
Damon Cano Nu Mu
Gregory Dingess Nu Mu
Holly Jones Nu Mu
Jay Kelley Nu Mu
April Kirkos Nu Mu
April Koester Nu Mu
Jennifer Lederle Nu Mu
Troy Murray Nu Mu
Javier Sanchez Nu Mu
Joseph Sanchez Nu Mu
Karen Schillalies Nu Mu
Amy Spretz Nu Mu
John Stanley Nu Mu
Regina Temer Nu Mu
John Walter Nu Mu
Marissa DeYapp Nu Mu
Monica Martinez Nu Mu
Mary McLeod Nu Mu
Ruben Quinto Nu Mu
Paul Thompson Nu Mu
Richard Trepanier Nu Mu
Hai Vo Nu Mu
Catherine Das Philadelphia Alumni
Jonathan Bailey Psi
Bridget Bernstein Psi
William Caras Psi
Gina Carter Psi
Kevin Cork Psi
Haney Delatorre Psi
Ramon Docobo Psi
Donald Dorrington, Jr. Psi
Phyllis Estevez Psi
Kimberly Fanale Psi
Mitchell Garnick Psi
James Hardigan Psi
Kathy Healy Psi
Debbie Heritage Psi
Thuy Huynh Psi
Ada Izquierdo Psi
James Justice Psi
Daniel Kryzanekas Psi
Lisa Kulhanjian Psi
Steven Kwon Psi
Phuong Lam Psi
Denise Leon Psi
Ellen Lipscomb Psi
Robert Maufroy Psi
Nancy McCrary Psi
Julie Muller Psi
Ronald Paine Psi
Stephanie Plesek Psi
Annette Proenza Psi
Anthony Rappa Psi
Leonard Rappa Psi
Magalie Salomon Psi
Ellen Tepfer Psi
Christina Winkler Psi
Opal Wright Psi
Richard Bodeker Sigma
Jamie Goeckel Sigma
Erik Heinrich Sigma
Lori Jacobs Sigma
Shawn Johnson Sigma
Melissa Kern Sigma
Thomas Lazor Sigma
Simon Leung Sigma
Stacey McCollum Sigma
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Fraters inducted 50 years ago: 1966-67

Fraters inducted 50 years ago: 1966-67

Norman Grolnick Gamma
Lyle Haflett Gamma
Robert Hallworth Gamma
Jerome Janson Gamma
Arthur Kazman Gamma
Wilber Keener Gamma
Robert Marcus Gamma
Jay Seidel Gamma
Frank Sprintz Gamma
Barry Berkowitz Iota
Michael Fox Iota
Ronald Goldstein Iota
Paul Lichtman Iota
Benjamin Miller Iota
Jeffrey Packer Iota
Barry Page Iota
David Probert Iota
Arthur Goldberg Iota (Honorary)
Steven Strauss Iota (Honorary)
Harold Block Kappa
Robert Gerstein Kappa
Kenneth Kandel Kappa
Charles Kirsch Kappa
Henry Leikach Kappa
Jack Siegel Kappa
Harry Lane Miami Alumni
Louis Kaplan Milwaukee Alumni
Robert Riegelman Milwaukee Alumni
Jerrold Biije Mu
George Doperak Mu
Barry Hartman Mu
Larry Mar Mu
Michael Miller Mu
Joseph Morrissey, Jr. Mu
Joseph Platz Mu
William Race Mu
Robert Santos Mu
Arthur Silverman Mu
Leo Swantek, Jr. Mu
Felix Szymkowiak Mu
Barry Weinberger Mu
Mark Auturino Nu
Joseph Barone Nu
William Boutwell Nu
Thomas Cremona Nu
Saul Dunn Nu
Joel Elfman Nu
Thomas Finan Nu
Steven Fiorello Nu
Joseph Galownia Nu
Neal Ganz Nu
Edwin Goodridge, Jr. Nu
Henry Hyman Nu
Robert Kaiko Nu
Martin Kapp Nu
Anthony Kubicza Nu
Paul Kubica Nu
Robert Kwolek Nu
Craig Pennington Nu
Dwight Phelps Nu
Richard Piecial Nu
Paul Racine Nu
Michael Rec Nu
James Redmond Nu
David Reynolds Nu
Edmund Rotty Nu
David Silverman Nu
Barry Silverstein Nu
John Sokolnicki Nu

Charles Benjamin Beta
Kenneth Jerome Beta
Henry Kessler Beta
Gary Liesner Beta
Jay Paul Beta
Benn Prybutok Beta
Mayer Trobman Beta
Burton Koppel Connecticut Alumni
Edmund Goodmaster, Sr. Connecticut Alumni (Honorary)
Richard Stegman Detroit Alumni
Peter Esposito Epsilon
Sherman Gorbis Epsilon
Michael Jaffe Epsilon
Richard Oliver Epsilon
Alan Papier Epsilon
David Pass Epsilon
Alfred Perugini Epsilon
Herman Rothschild Epsilon
Jeffrey Skuraton Epsilon
Robert Weiss Epsilon
Alfred Schwartz Eta
Michael Seidenman Eta
Jack Blustein Gamma
Harvey Goldberg Gamma

James Moss Sigma
L. Kristen Nelson Sigma
Kristin Reighard Sigma
Angela Sherette Sigma
Todd Tuttle Sigma
Stephen VanSteenberg Sigma
Craig Bogner Sigma
Lynelle Chan-Wineinger Sigma
Jan Edington Sigma
Julie Freed Sigma
Venessa Imes Sigma
Mark Kendall Sigma
Tricia Lero Sigma
Brian Main Sigma
Chad McKenzie Sigma
Cynthia Mira Sigma
Patricia Oliver Sigma
Amita Patel Sigma
Ryan Simms Sigma
Cari Wisniewski Sigma
Melvin Landman Theta
Bonnie Lisch Theta
Robert Rosenblum Theta
Shelia Stomovitz Theta
Debbie Caldwell Theta Beta
Diane Caldwell Theta Beta
John DiRenzo Theta Beta
Matthew Erick Theta Beta
Christine Fondriest Theta Beta
Sally Galbraith Theta Beta
Jennifer Harper Theta Beta
Aaron Herzberg Theta Beta
Tracey Hurst Theta Beta
Kara Kniska Theta Beta
John Lange III Theta Beta
Stephanie Macksam Theta Beta
Jacci Matthews Theta Beta
John Miller Theta Beta
Jennifer Pauley Theta Beta
Sam Rotunow Theta Beta
Cara Shanholtz Theta Beta
William Tolle Theta Beta

Fraters inducted 25 years ago: 1991-92
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AZO CONVENTION PANORAMA| 1921-2017
AZO Convention sites since the first one.

1921 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1922 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1923 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1924 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1925 Newark, New Jersey
1926 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1927 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1928 Baltimore, Maryland
1929 New York City, New York
1930 Cleveland, Ohio
1931 Cincinnati, Ohio
1932 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
1933 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1934 Baltimore, Maryland
1935 Louisville, Kentucky
1936 Hartford, Connecticut
1937 Cleveland, Ohio
1938 Atlantic City, New Jersey
1939 New York City, New York
1940 Detroit, Michigan
1941 Cincinnati, Ohio
1942 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
1943 Cleveland, Ohio
1944 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1945 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
1946 Louisville, Kentucky
1947 Cleveland, Ohio
1948 Washington, D.C.
1949 Detroit, Michigan
1950 Baltimore, Maryland
1951 Cincinnati, Ohio
1952 New York City, New York
1953 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
1954 Atlantic City, New Jersey
1955 Kiamesha Lake, New York
1956 Louisville, Kentucky
1957 Washington, D.C.
1958 Cleveland, Ohio
1959 Miami Beach, Florida
1960 Kiamesha Lake, New York
1961 Cincinnati, Ohio
1962 Pleasantdale, New Jersey
1963 Detroit, Michigan
1964 Atlantic City, New Jersey
1965 Kiamesha Lake, New York
1966 Miami Beach, Florida
1967 Milwaukee, Wisconsin
1968 Washington, D.C.
1969 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Fraters inducted 75 years ago: 1941-42

Fraters inducted 75 years ago: 1941-42

Abrahan Glasser Beta
Sidney Rieder Beta
Samuel Breslofsky Epsilon
Herbert Goldstein Epsilon
Charles Katsin Epsilon
Harold Kestenbaum Epsilon
Irving Miller Epsilon
Martin Wortzel Epsilon
Eugene Comer Lambda
Benjamin Scheinin Kappa
Robert Daitch Omicron
Phillip Deytsche Omicron
Milton Elford Omicron
David Katz Omicron
Sam Katz Omicron
Harry Lindy Omicron
Louis Lipsitz Omicron
Milton Miller Omicron
Sherman Molonon Omicron
Seymour Newman Omicron
Marshall Piper Omicron
Burton Plotinsky Omicron
Milton Saks Omicron
Julius Smith Omicron
Manuel Solomon Omicron
Donald Weisman Omicron
David Weiss Omicron
Dr. H.C. Emmert, M.D. Omicron (Honorary)
Thomas Cohen Nu
Marvin Weinstein Nu
Harry Eudowe Nu (Honorary)

Leo Sokolnicki Nu
Terrance Sprankle Nu
Stuart Weiss Nu
Scott Wildman Nu
Paul Ziskin Nu
Mark Zonenshine Nu
Carl Rose Phi
Gregory Szpont Phi
Sumner Brooks Phoenix Alumni
William Friedman Phoenix Alumni
Edwin Magerman Phoenix Alumni
Philip Neiman Phoenix Alumni
Eugene Price Phoenix Alumni
Michael Magner Pi
Ronald Daniel Rho
Thomas Faust Rho
Thomas Genther Rho
Merwyn Kimble, Jr. Rho
William Rogers Rho
Robert Salter Rho
Alvin Siffer Rho
Dr. Robert Salisburt Theta (Honorary)
Robert Delaney Zeta
Alan Diamond Zeta
Lawrence Feld Zeta
Randolph Glucksman Zeta
Mitch Gruick Zeta
Fred Hammerman Zeta
Barry Kopeloff Zeta
Allen Liverpool Zeta
Melvin Roz Zeta
Joseph Romano Zeta
Joseph Satkosky Zeta
Monte Shepler Zeta (Honorary)
Dean Joseph LiKanig Zeta (Honorary)

Fraters inducted 50 years ago: 1966-67

Louis Balotin Pi
Hyman Fineman Pi
Albert Goldstein Pi
William Gross Pi
Paul Hyman Pi
Stanley Klimen Pi
Jack Kramer Pi
Jacob Menaker Pi
Harry Pressman Pi
Paul Reznek Pi
Sidney Schochet Pi
Isadore Seldin Pi
Morris Yarmack Pi
Stewart Ross Theta
Saul Chavkin Xi
Eugene Cohen Xi
Emil Dobkin Xi
Howard Ganbarg Xi
Rubin Goldberg Xi
Irving Koenig Xi
Leon Leichter Xi
Milton Pack Xi

1970 Tamiment, Pennsylvania
1971 Cleveland, Ohio
1972 Miami Beach, Florida
1973 Phoenix, Arizona
1974 Freeport, Bahamas
1975 Toronto, Canada
1976 Swan Lake, New York
1977 Detroit, Michigan
1978 Swan Lake, New York
1979 Nashville, Tennessee
1980 Miami Beach, Florida
1981 Cincinnati, Ohio
1982 Cleveland, Ohio
1983 Valley Forge, Pennsylvania
1984 Cincinnati, Ohio
1985 Orlando, Florida
1986 Milwaukee, Wisconsin
1987 Cleveland, Ohio
1988 Williamsburg, Virginia
1989 Ellenville, New York
1990 Miami Beach, Florida
1991 Atlantic City, New Jersey
1992 Mt. Laurel, Pennsylvania
1993 Chicago, Illinois
1994 Cleveland, Ohio
1995 Charleston, South Carolina
1996 Mt. Pocono, Pennsylvania
1997 Monticello, New York
1998 Bloomington, Minnesota
1999 Atlantic City, New Jersey
2000 New York City, New York
2001 Oranjestad, Aruba
2002 Toronto, Canada
2003 Baltimore, Maryland
2004 Oranjestad, Aruba
2005 Montréal, Canada
2006 Boston, Massachusetts
2007 Atlantic City, New Jersey
2008 Cleveland, Ohio
2009 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
2010 Rio Grande, Puerto Rico
2011 Mystic, Connecticut
2012 Baltimore, Maryland
2013 Alexandria, Virginia
2014 Boston, Massachusetts
2015 Oranjestad, Aruba
2016 Montréal, Canada
2017 Providence, Rhode Island
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Delta Tau Chapter
SPRING 2017
Elizabeth Allen
Joshua Bradley
Jessica Breitweg
Fabio Caetano
Michelle Carlson
David Clements
Alexa Dearden
Joseph Feliciano
Abigail Henry
Rachelle Kelley
Jonathan Mahoney
Saman Mashi
Alice Matthews
Rachel Nentwick
Ashley Olivieri
Francesca Picone
Nicholas Raschilla
Jarred Rosenberg
Olivia Roth
Aniel Russo
Olivia Siegel
Kathleen Silveira
Anubhooti Shamra
Kallie Supernor
Wenola Tauro
Caitlyn Trzaski
Ryan Wallace

Epsilon Chapter
FALL 2016
Jaime Castillo
Ian Gliksman
Kim Kombluth
Tanvi Lodhia
HoSung Rhyu

SPRING 2017
Seong Woo Cho
Vismita Kandasamy
Kang Woo Lee
Ryan Nadel
Shivam Patel
Gaurav Pathak
Divya Rana
Muhil Ravichandran
Brian Rinelli
Marc Ruglio
Nina Seretis
Anjali Shah
Ruchi Shah
Janaki Vekaria
Pooja Vekaria
Whitney Wu

Kappa Chapter
FALL 2016
Kudzo Adzaklo
Zongtian Adesiyakan
Akil Anarfi
Mudit Asimwe
Mary Brunk
Jayill Charles
Jin Yi Dadson
Genevieve Duru
Bernard Erfani
Benignus Joo
Dieudonne Lee
Akua Ndashi
Adedolapo Njoku
Bolu Nkeng
Folarin Ojowa
Azadeh Pefok
Chinasa Shambourger
Laura Tong
Jennifer Umeozulu
Marian Verma
Winnie Williams

Lambda Nu Chapter
SPRING 2017
Shelby Close
Elizabeth Connolly
Celina Gigliotti
Grace Kim
Rebecca Korbal
Hillary Manning
Janeen Osei
Monisola Oyebola
Nelson Rodriguez
Ioanna Xenikakis

Nu Chapter
SPRING 2017
Julia Adams
Sam Breaz
William Cordingley
Wilmer Gonzalez
Jonah Haber
Abby Hamadani
Andrew Jackson
Lattana Kettavong
Sarah Kovalchik
Alexandra Marron
Allison Martel
Terence Natt
Amanda Pan
Christine Pan
Darius Papulis
Gabriela Resto
Bash Selmani

New Fraters | 2016-2017 | Fraternal Year
Pi Rho Chapter
SPRING 2017
Luis Candelario-Santiago
Camille Cestero-Roman
Alex Colon-Colon
David Lopez-Maldonado
Hector Perez-Avila
Diana Rivera-Gonzalez
Viviana Rullan-Varela
Rey J. Santiago-Crespo
Eneisha I. Santiago-Velez
Luis Velazquez-Marrero
Nicole Wolfrom-Morales

Psi Chapter
FALL 2016
Lorel Herrera
Ashley Garofolo
Adriana Vazquez
Krisjon Wilkerson

Rho Chapter
FALL 2016
Jonathan Bien
Woosik Choi
Mason Davis
Anthony Goodwin
Brett Hastings
Logan Grady
Kunhee Lee
Eric Lehrke
Brandon Sadler
Zachary Toenjes
Kyle Willey

Rho Iota Chapter
FALL 2016
Maxine Abustan
Madison Adams
Samina Akbar
Kudzi Charowedza
Nicole Chen
Joyce Hou
Melissa Gianetti
Asia Greer
Amanda Goldin
Michelle Lee
Kate McCann
Erin McDonough
Gavin McQuate
Onyiny Njoku
Emerald O’Rourke
Michaela Pacheco
Adam Scala
David Tomaszewski

Sigma Chapter
FALL 2016
Laura Heckenmueller
Lauren Neese
Mikayla Panton
Mauricio Vazquez-Vargas

SPRING 2017
Bianka Ahmetspahic
Kevin Baumgartner
Rachel Burns
Nicole Klesch
Rachel Larmer

Tau Chapter
SPRING 2017
Melanie Daniels
Biyanka Patel
Jinal Patel
Brianna Shea
Amy Thompson

Theta Gamma Chapter
FALL 2016
Jillian Banky
Molly Hoyda
Sarah Niese

SPRING 2017
Katherine Arnes
Matthew Buchfellner
Emily Remark
Tecca Ringler
Addison Sember
Wyatt Spohn
Jace Swingle
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Silent Mortars
“The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away.

Blessed be the name of the Lord”.
It is my sad duty to report that the following Fraters have passed away during the past fraternal year:

These were merciful Fraters whose righteous deeds have not been forgotten.

They are transmitted to their descendants; a good inheritance for their posterity.

This posterity shall endure forever and their glory will not be blotted out, they live buried in peace;

their names live on for all generations. Alpha Zeta Omega will declare their wisdom and recite praise.

“May the Father of peace send peace to all who mourn 
and comfort all who are bereaved ”

Amen.

Paul R. Holly, P.S.D.
Supreme Chaplain

AZO Fraters

Michael Appel –  Kappa

Francis (Al) Chapman –  Zeta

Joshua DeGennaro –  Psi

Raymond Dubrinsky –  Omicron 

Robert Fine –  Epsilon

Stuart Flaks –  Zeta

Kenneth George –  Beta

Irving Goldberg, P.S.D. –  Pi

AZO Fraters

Theodore Green –  Xi

Jack Kaufman –  Xi

Ted Kurlantzik –  Epsilon

Samuel Lichter –  Kappa 

Harlan Martin –  Epsilon

Martin Murav –  Omicron

Howard Pollack –  Kappa

David Yale Serpick –  Kappa
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In�Memoriam
Irving Goldberg, P.S.D., Pi

April 10, 1915 – March 27, 2014
Supreme Directorum 1960-1961

Past Supreme Directorum Irving Goldberg passed away March 27, 2014 at the
age of 98. Born in New Jersey, Irving joined Alpha Zeta Omega Pi Chapter at
George Washington University in 1935.

Irving, along with AZO partners, operated five drug stores in the Washington,
D.C. suburbs. He held multiple local offices, culminating as Pi Directorum in
1949-1950. He served as chairman of the Supreme Eastern Regional in
October 1951 and again chaired the 1957 National Convention. 

In July 1952, Irving was appointed to the new position of AZO Supreme
Liaison Officer serving as the Supreme supervisor for Conventions and
Regionals. He was elected Supreme Excheque in 1955, Signare in 1956 and
1957. Moving to 2nd Sub-Directorum in 1958 and 1st Sub-Directorum in 1959
led to his election as Supreme Directorum in 1960. He continued in service in
Supreme service as Supreme Chaplain.

He was predeceased by wives Mildred and Selma Goldberg. He was survived
by son David (Marsha) and daughter Sandi, five grandchildren, and six great-
grandchildren.

Rest in Peace, Frater
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GLENN AXELROD
SENIOR ASSOCIATE
INVESTMENTS

599 WEST HARTSDALE AVENUE, WHITE PLAINS, NY 10607
914•761•6456   1•800•453•7637   Fax: 914•761•6434

www.davidlerner.com          Member FINRA & SIPC

Welcome to 

Pharmsaver

Technology that works 
for you

We allow pharmacies to maintain 
current ordering methodology, whether 
wholesaler web based or dispensing 
system driven, while providing the 
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In Memory of

Jeff Levy

Robbins Pharmacy
Ken Mascali and 
Dennis Gartner

A&M Financial Group
North Office: Andreas Georgiou, Account Executive
Phone: (201) 481-3634 | Fax: (973) 812-9217
Email: a.georgiou.insurance@gmail.com
South Office: Michael Cohen, Account Executive
Phone: (732) 241-2877 | Fax: (609) 904-5242
Email: cohen110@comcast.net
Saving the Client Money is our Goal!

BUSINESS | INDIVIDUALS | EXECUTIVES

Technology that works for you! | Pharmsaver.net
We allow pharmacies to maintain current ordering methodology,
whether wholesaler web based or dispensing system driven, while
providing the mechanism to analyze pricing. Based on your pharmacy
specific rule set, we compare your order against other market orders.

All at NO COST to Pharmacy users! | 516-374-0920

AZO’s National Auxiliary
Tablecloth FUNDRAISER

YOUR ‘SIGNATURE’ MAKES A DIFFERENCE!
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Congratulations

Gloria Flacks, P.N.P.
2017 Alpha Zeta Omega

Achievement Medalist Award Recipient

Love,
Jeanne-Marie and Paul Holly

Your optimism is like sunshine
that brightens everything.

What a joy it is for AZO 
to have you in their 

organization.

Congratulations on your
AZO ACHIEVEMENT 
MEDALIST AWARD!

All the best,
Jerry and Sheila Zive

In Memory of 

Dr. Jeff Levy

Jorgé and Barbara Ocasio

AZO’s 
National Auxiliary
Tablecloth FUNDRAISER
YOUR ‘SIGNATURE’ MAKES A DIFFERENCE!
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In Memory of

Jeff Levy

from Pat Daddino, R.Ph.

S.J.S. Pharmacy
105-107 East Burnside Avenue

Bronx, New York 10453

Congratulations to
GLORIA FLACKS, P.N.P.

2017 Alpha Zeta Omega
Achievement Medalist Recipient

FREE DELIVERY! All Insurance Plans Accepted.
Bill Payments. Monthly Sales. Prepaid Phones.

We do more than just your prescriptions!

Ashburton Avenue Pharmacy Inc.
180 Ashburton Avenue, Yonkers, New York 10701

Reddy Chirra, Registered Pharmacist  Email: ash180@aol.com
Phone: 914.963.4525 • Fax: 914.963.4611

CONGRATULATIONS TO
GLORIA FLACKS, P.N.P.

2017 Alpha Zeta Omega
Achievement Medalist Recipient

Paul Orazio & Shari Reffsin
Your friends at

Orazio Financial Services
4 Executive Boulevard, Suite 203

Suffern, NY 10901
Tel: (845) 368-4402 • Fax: (845) 368-4407

Dear Gloria, 
Our dear and best friend.
An honor long overdue. 

Love you,
Trudy & Harry Lieberman
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David A. Berger and James R. Schiffer salute our friends at the

ALPHA ZETA OMEGA PHARMACEUTICAL FRATERNITY
On the occasion of their 97th Annual National Convention

We extend congratulations to this year’s National Achievement Medalist Recipient

Gloria Flacks, P.N.P.

Allegaert Berger & Vogel LLP is a full service law firm with offices in New York and New Jersey.

The Firm has a diversified health care practice, and has represented the interests of independent

pharmacy and pharmacy trade associations since its founding in 1997.

111 Broadway, 20th Floor www.ABV.com 1199 Route 22 East 
New York, New York 10006 Mountainside, New Jersey 07092
212.571.0550 908.228.8500
212.571.0555 Fax 908.228.8515 Fax

Congratulations to AZO on
their 97TH National Convention
All the best from,
Chris P. Slajchert CLU, ChFC, CASL
Wealth Advisor

Northwestern Mutual Financial Network®

731 Alexander Road, Princeton, NJ 08540

direct:(609) 750-3615
cell: (908) 227-4560
fax: (609) 951-8788

For on-line account information visit:
www.chrisslajchert.com
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New York Alumni and the 
New York Auxiliary Chapter Congratulates

Lauren Judson
2017-2018 Supreme Directorum

Congratulations to 
John W. Chin, P.S.D.

2017 Ephraim G. Sless Award Recipient

New York Alumni and the New York Auxiliary Chapter
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Congratulations to Alpha Zeta Omega
on their 97th National Convention!

Like us on facebook https://www.facebook.com/BakersPharmacySussex 
from Brian Oliveira, PharmD

Baker’s Pharmacy  |  38-42 Main Street  |  Sussex, New Jersey 07461  |  Phone: 973-875-4141

Congratulations to AZO 
on their 97th National Convention and
Lauren Judson, Supreme Directorum.

Camacho Pharmacy has been part of the 
Elizabeth Community at its present address for more than 20 years!

from Len Goldfeld, RPh

Camacho’s Pharmacy
Camacho’s Pharmacy  |  509 Elizabeth Avenue  |  Elizabeth, NJ 07206  |  Phone: 908-355-1784
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Congratulations Lauren!
Best of luck as Supreme Directorum 2017-2018

Love, Diane and Steve Gomes
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“Take your pharmacy to the next lighting level” and SAVE 50% of your energy!

LED LIGHTING 
FOR PHARMACIES

Manufacture  |  Supply  |  Installation Projects  |  973-902-8501  |  www.led-place.com
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CONGRATULATIONS AZO ON YOUR 97TH NATIONAL CONVENTION AND
BEST WISHES TO LAUREN JUDSON – SUPREME DIRECTORUM AND 

GLORIA FLACKS, P.N.P. – ACHIEVEMENT MEDALIST AWARD RECIPIENT

Morton Advertising, Inc. l Your AZOAN Publisher l 212.465.2250 l don@MortonAd.com l www.MortonAd.com

Thank you to our 
Continuing Education presenters.

On behalf of the Supreme Chapter of the 
Alpha Zeta Omega Pharmaceutical Fraternity, 
thank you for serving the pharmacists with 

their CE requirements.
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Lauren Judson 
2017-2018 Supreme Directorum 

!

Congratulations and wishing you  
all of the best in the coming year!  

 

 

 

 

Love,  

Tau Chapter 

Lauren Judson
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Congratulations to 
Gloria Flacks, P.N.P.

2017 
Alpha Zeta Omega

Achievement Medalist Recipient

The New York Alumni and New York Auxiliary Chapter
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Carlos M. Aquino 
Compliance Consultant & Founder 

PharmaDiversion LLC 
www.pharmadiversion.com 

Direct: (610) 487-4663  
Email: carlos@pharmadiversion.com  

 

 
DEA $10,000 Per Pharmacy  

Record and Security Violation?  
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Bell Pharmacy
“The Natural Pharmacy”

Surgical Supplies & Vitamin Center

Congratulates Alpha Zeta Omega on another fantastic year!

We want to wish Lauren Judson 
and her officers a successful year to come! 

Also, Congratulations to 
Gloria Flacks, P.N.P. for a much deserved award!

1907 Route 27, Edison, New Jersey 08817
Phone: (732) 985-1211  •  Fax: (732) 985-3609

Izzat Janajreh
Pharm D., R.Ph.
Pharmacist

Stephen Imperato
Pharm D., R.Ph.
Pharmacist
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2017 AZO NATIONAL 
ACHIEVEMNENT MEDALIST RECIPIENT

Gloria Flacks, P.N.P.
BEST WISHES FROM BRIAN PINTO, P.S.D.

TIFFANY NATURAL PHARMACY • 1115 South Avenue • Westfield, NJ 07090 • Tel: 908-233-2200 

CONGRATULATIONS TO

Newport Pharmacy Angelo Pharmacy Midtown Pharmacy Bakers Pharmacy*
165 Erie Street 492 Ferry Street 581 Kearny Avenue 38-42 Main Street
Jersey City, NJ 07302-1614 Newark, NJ 07105-3988 Kearny, NJ 07032-2737 Sussex, NJ 07461
Phone: 201-963-1903 Phone: 973-589-6530 Phone: 201-991-3454 Phone: 973-875-4141
Panther Valley Pharmacy Bell’s Pharmacy* Raritan Valley Pharmacy* West Milford Pharmacy*
Route 517, Village Square 1907 Route 27 1041 Route 202 North 1495 Union Valley Road
Alamunchy, NJ 07820-0399 Edison, NJ 08817-3212 Branchburg, NJ 08876-3936 West Milford, NJ 07480
Phone: 908-852-8818 Phone: 732-985-1211 Phone: 908-429-5544 Phone: 973-728-1400
Union Avenue Pharmacy* AR-EX Pharmacy Heights Specialty Pharmacy Camacho’s Pharmacy*
433 West Union Avenue 370 New Brunswick Avenue 450 Boulevard 509 Elizabeth Avenue 
Bound Brook, NJ 08805 Fords, NJ 08863 Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604 Elizabeth, NJ 07206
Phone: 732-356-3113 Phone: 732-738-1085 Phone: 201-288-0404 Phone: 908-355-1784
Boro Hall Pharmacy Boyt Drugs* Ocean Breeze Pharmacy Koblins Pharmacy
565 Bound Brook Road 411 Main Street 501 Seaview Avenue 96 Main Street
Middlesex, NJ 08846 Metuchen, NJ 08840 Staten Island, NY 10305 Nyack, NY 10960
Phone: 732-738-1085 Phone: 732-548-2125 Phone: 718-979-5036 Phone: 845-358-0688
Robinson Drug Shop Grove Pharmacy Plumsted Pharmacy* Jersey Drugs
2 East Main Street 123 Grove Street 28 Brindletown Road 286 Central Avenue
Mendham, NJ 07945 Montclair, NJ 07042 New Egypt, NJ 08533 Jersey City, NJ 07307
Phone: 973-543-2525 Phone: 973-744-5550 Phone: 609-758-8829 Phone: 201-686-4392
Silverton Pharmacy Haworth Apothecary* Belleville Pharmacy Olden Pharmacy
1824 Hooper Avenue 169 Terrace Street 338 Washington Avenue 930 S. Olden Avenue 
Toms River, NJ 08753 Haworth, NJ 07641 Belleville, NJ 07109 Hamilton, NJ 08610
Phone: 732-255-4788 Phone: 201-384-7171 Phone: 973-759-1956 Phone: 609-586-6661
Tiffany Natural Pharmacy* 
1115 South Avenue Making a Difference for Our Patients
Westfield, NJ 07090-1418
Phone: 908-233-2200 *AZO owned or an AZO frater employed pharmacy

Congratulations to ΑΖΩ on their 
97th National Convention!

“YOUR PRESCRIPTION TO BETTER HEALTH”
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CONGRATULATIONS 
FROM EPSILON CHAPTER

Peace,�Friendship,�and�Brotherly�Love,
Epsilon�Chapter

CLASS OF 2017 

MATTHEW BERMUDEZ
AMY CHEN

CINDY CHEN
CODY CIULLO
DANIEL DIPSIA

JAN DEGUZMAN
SUNGJAE LEE

JUSTIN LIM
HENRY PLARAS
RESHA THAKUR
SHIVANI SHAH

KRISTINA VISHNEVETSKAYA

GOOD LUCK 

AND

CONGRATULATIONS

TO THE 

INCOMING e-BOARD

CONGRATULATIONS TO

GLORIA FLACKS, P.N.P.

2017
NATIONAL�

ACHIEVEMENT�MEDALIST
RECIPIENT
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Mom,

Your quiet strength has been an inspiration for all of us
to become the people that we are today. We love
you so much and feel so grateful for everything you
have done, the love you have shared and the support
you have given us. We are so proud of you and so
happy to share in appreciating all that you do. You
are more than deserving of this honor.

Love,
Michelle, Rachel and David (The Kids)
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FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Strategic Alliance for Success in 
Compounding

Three companies, one synergy, providing a turnkey solution for your pharmaceutical compounding business. 

The New Dimension in 
Pharmaceutical Compounding®

Your Trusted Partner in 
Compounding™

A Global Leader in 
Continuing Healthcare Education™

ISO 9001:2008 and
ISO 13485:2003 Extensive Database:

Over 6500 Formulas
Learning Management 

System (LMS)

Educational
Webinars

Dedicated 
Customer Service

Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOPs)

Highest Quality 
Compounding Products

Technical 
Support

Accredited
Continuing Education

Customized 
Formulas

Hands-On
Training

Continuous 
Product Innovation

Specialized
Consultation Services

eLearning and 
Instructional Videos

Secure Online 
Ordering

1.800.932.1039 | MEDISCA.COM
1.800.665.6334 | MEDISCA.CA

1300 786 392 | MEDISCA.COM.AU
1.844.408.9453 | LP3NETWORK.COM1.866.333.7811 | MEDISCA.NET
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Order today
MATT ZEIGLER
(732) 800-2718

matt.zeigler@primedrx.com
www.primedrx.com
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Ronald McDonald House Charities
Helping families find strength in numbers 

through a network of local Chapters.
Helping families find strength in numbers through
a network of local Chapters. It’s something we
see every day – children healing because they’re
surrounded by their families. And while RMHC
may not be able to make the medicine taste bet-
ter or erase the pain of a much-needed treatment,
we can help lessen the burden for more than
seven million families each and every year. Since
1974, our network of local Chapters have been
making children happier and healthier by keeping
families together – giving them a place to rest and
refresh. A place that feels like home. These pro-
grams, tailored to meet the urgent needs of each
community, can now be found in 58 countries
and regions across the globe.

GET INVOLVED
Help us help even more families in need.
Each year, seven million children and families are
served by RMHC – and more need our help. We
want to support more children throughout their
recovery, give more families a comfortable place
to stay during a difficult time and offer medical
services to more children who are without.
But we can't do it without you, so we're asking you
to get involved. There are so many ways for you to
join us in our mission dedicated to providing sta-
bility and vital resources to children in need.

Ronald McDonald House Charities� 
One Kroc Drive, Oak Brook, IL 60523� 
Phone: 630-623-7048 | Fax: 630-623-7488� 
Email: info@rmhc.org | Web: www.rmhc.org

Agnes and Steve Brooks, P.S.D. making AZO’s donation of
can tabs to Ronald McDonald House. Thanks to friends,
family and AZO for helping us make a large contribution.




